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WELCOME MESSAGE

INTRODUCTION

Planning the themes and
the speakers we invite to
address our delegates at
TFWA World Conference is
a lengthy process involving
many people. Our committee spends many hours
deliberating what struck
the right chord at past
events, and what direction
the conference should take
in the future.

SOUND THINKING IN
AN UNCERTAIN WORLD
Secretary David Miliband to
offer us insight into the potential repercussions not only of
this development, but of the
many threats to globalisation
now emerging. Meanwhile,
social media pioneer Randi
Zuckerberg will be sharing her
thoughts on the shifting digital
and mobile landscape and its
impact on consumer behaviour. We’re in for a stimulating
and thought-provoking couple
of hours in the Grand Auditorium later this morning.
Our workshop sessions later
this week will also undoubtedly
provide much food for thought.
Among them is a not-to-be
missed session on our new
research. Keeping up to speed
with the latest data underpinning the shifts in the industry
is vital to the thriving business,
and building on the success of
last year’s event, on Wednesday TFWA will hold a second

The line-up is discussed
months, sometimes even
years in advance, and while
the conference is always
focused on the current ‘big
issues’, the major news
stories that have broken in the
past few months mean that
this year’s event is perhaps
more topical than ever.
We live in changing times,
and Julián Díaz González,
CEO of Dufry, as head of a
company that now accounts for
around one-third of all global
duty free and travel retail
business, is uniquely placed to
provide some answers to the
many questions we face as a
business. Similarly, as the UK
prepares to leave the EU, who
better than former UK Foreign

research workshop detailing
the latest TFWA research on
the travelling consumer.
Tuesday’s Market Watch
workshop will focus on the
vitally important Russian
market. It will look at
consumption trends, travel
patterns and product and brand
preference in this complex
region, along with important
new developments that directly
concern our industry. And there
will be another early start on
Wednesday, when we will host
a workshop on the inflight
sector. Don’t forget to put your
name down for these events, as
pre-registration is required for
all workshops.
So there’s plenty to think about,
plenty to talk about, and I’m
sure, plenty of useful information to take back to your
business and help shape your
plans for the future when the
week draws to a close.

EMERGENCY NUMBER: +33 4 92 99 84 84
In case of emergency during TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, delegates can call the
following number: +33 4 92 99 84 84, for assistance 24 hours a day, either inside or outside the
Palais des Festivals. This number can be used to report instances of aggression, non-attended
luggage, or suspicious behaviour, for example. We advise all participants at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference to please save this number in their mobile phone.

NEW CONTROL FOR
ACCESS TO THE
CONFERENCE AND/OR
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Please collect your badge at the TFWA
Registration Pavilion before then passing
through the security check on the Parvis
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• Opening this morning’s
conference, TFWA President
Erik Juul-Mortensen
will make his annual
State of the Industry
address, summarising the
challenges facing the trade.
Keeping the debate flowing
will be moderator Stephen
Sackur, journalist and
presenter of current affairs
programme HARDTalk on
BBC World.
• All the hard work on the
part of our exhibitors comes
to fruition at midday, when
we throw open the doors
to the 2016 TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference.
The exhibition will be open
until 18:00 this evening.
• You can keep up with all the
latest news and comment
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• We’re looking forward to
seeing you all in November
at the MEADFA conference
in Dubai, and in China for
the third TFWA China’s
Century Conference in March,
hosted in partnership with
APTRA and our official host,
Guangzhou Airport.

Thom Rankin
Vice-President
Conferences &
Research, TFWA

EXHIBITION OPENING:
TODAY 12:00
Please note that the official opening of TFWA World Exhibition will
take place at 12:00 today.

TFWA
PRODUCT
SHOWCASE

Scan this code
to visit the
TFWA Product
Showcase
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Riviera / Bay
Villages

live from the conference on
Twitter via @TFWAnews

TFWA World Exhibition & Conference
is the ultimate shop window for the
world’s leading brands. The TFWA
Product Showcase provides a dedicated
online service, helping exhibitors
maximise their impact at the event by
profiling and promoting their products.
It has become a well-established,
essential resource for visitors to TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference.

CHOOSE YOUR
ENTRANCE

Palais des Festivals

TOP TIPS FOR TODAY:

Kindly sponsored by:

Sea side

INTERACTIVE
DIRECTIONAL
SCREENS
TFWA’s official digital partner this year
is, once again, JCDecaux, which is kindly
providing interactive directional screens
to help visitors find their way around the
extensive exhibition halls.

The Scen

e

DAY ENTRANCES
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THOMAS SABO, founded in 1984 by Thomas Sabo,
is one of the internationally leading providers
in the jewellery, watches and beauty segment.

ith attractively-modern and – hence, both cross-collection and
innovative product presen- pre-configured and combined set
tation, the relaunch of the sales for him and her are planned.
premium jewellery brand within
Jordi Valls, Travel Retail Director
the travel retail segment levels a of THOMAS SABO: “For us, travel
future-oriented path for the travel retail has become an extremely
retail and in-flight business field. important business segment. We
As of now, THOMAS SABO will be are therefore increasingly investing
unveiling new concepts such as self- in this sales channel and anticipate
service units and special modular strong growth in sales that will further
systems for a totally positive and underline our transformation into
efficient shopping experience. With a premium brand. Internationally,
its various presentation modules, travel retail therefore strengthens
this service-oriented concept offers our visibility and rounds off our
travel retail partners an excellent brand image perfectly.”
platform for perfectly staging popular
The lifestyle company operates on
collections such as Sterling Silver, all five continents. The list of major
Love Bridge, Charm Club, Watches cities with their own shops ranges
and Beauty products in a customised from Berlin, Stockholm, Paris,
manner. As the items of jewellery London, Toronto, Hong Kong all the
are fundamentally presented in line way through to Sydney. Globally,
with the ‘ready to wear’ principle, it THOMAS SABO also co-operates
is inspiring and customer-friendly with approximately 2,800 trade
for travel retail partners at airport partners, leading airlines, cruise
destinations and in-flight partners operators and airport destinations.
in equal measure. All target groups
will be serviced with this concept

Glam & Soul – offers irresistibly feminine
designs and always provides a splash of
elegance and glamour.

Visit us at: BLUE VILLAGE | BOOTH NO. C14
The new Self Service Unit by THOMAS SABO

TS_ANZ_Advertorial_Messe_Cannes.indd 1-2
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OPENING COCKTAIL
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OPENING COCKTAIL

The iconic Carlton Hotel was the venue for last night’s spectacular Opening Cocktail, which took place on the
Carlton Beach. A superb fireworks display, courtesy of the City of Cannes, added sparkle to a stylish evening.
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01 Andrew Mill, European Braun and Global Electro Sales
Director, Procter & Gamble; Franziska Kuri, Sales Manager
Europe, Braun; Mariangela Pichierri, Sales Manager AP,
MEA & Airlines, Braun; and Peter Wiggers, Managing
Director, Royal Capi-Lux.
02 Laura Laden, PR & Marketing, Angus Dundee Distillers;
Duncan Baldwin, Regional Director, Angus Dundee Distillers;
Josette Morieux, Marie Brizard Wine & Spirits Americas;
and Franck Lemonnier, International Sales Director, Marie
Brizard Wine & Spirits Americas.

02

03 Malin Steendam; Kirsty Bryson;
Filipp Berezin; Bekki Griffiths; and
Rebecca Russell, all of Edrington.



OPENING COCKTAIL

01

04 Jean-Noël Christe, Sales
Administration & Duty Free
Manager, Labouré-Roi; Erica Moore,
Fragrance Evaluator, Fragrances
of the World; Benoît Brosseau,
President, Jean-Charles Brosseau;
and Margaret Khoury, General
Manager, Fragrances of the World.
05 Radoslav Rahnev; Katya Hristova;
Alexandra Antonova; and Tepeza
Kaloyanova, all of Bulgartabac.
06 Erica Genova; Maria Giulia Agnoli;
Giulia Marrone; Gerry Munday;
Fredrico Motta; and Frosina Pandeva;
all of Furla.

03

07 Lucy Williams, International Sales Manager, Aurora
World; Hugo Hogendoorn, Sales, Capi Global; Hylke
Haanstra, Sales Manager, Capi Global; and Garry
Stoner, Travel Retail Sales Manager, Aurora World.
08 Steven Candries, Sales Director, Guylian; Erasmo
Orillic, Chairman, IAADFS; and Michael Payne,
President and CEO, IAADFS.
09 Tanya Dumbadze, Chief of Commercial
Department, Kapo Duty Free; Nina Chirakadze,
Marketing Manager, DFA Duty Free; Diana Matafyan,
Marketing Manager, DFA Duty Free; and Olga
Korotkova, CEO Kapo Duty Free.

04

10 Adèle Moukoko Ekedi, Administrator; Caroline
Ngo Basso, Sales Manager; and Suzanne Nathalie
Moukako Makongo, Sales Manager, all Le Voyageur.
11 Franck Lemensans, International Sales
Director, Zilli; Alexandra Schimel-Fila,
Communications Director, Zilli; and Mo
Snoussi, Director, ALG Distributors.
12 Ben Lewis; Hussain Jivani; and Mahedi
Meghji; all of Uganda Duty Free Sales Ltd.

05

06

13 Thomas Kaneko Henningsen, Business
Development & Retail Expansion, Victoria’s Secret;
Katherine Sleipnes, President, International
Brand Builders; and Mikkel Zebitz, Global
Business Manager, Conaxess Trade Denmark.

09

07

08

10

11

13
12
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CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS PROGRAMME
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
It promises to be a full house, once again, in this morning’s conference, in which a distinguished line-up of speakers will
deliver incisive business and geopolitical analysis. Alongside a programme of top-flight speakers, a selection of debate-fuelled
workshops will give attendees fresh insight into the major issues shaping the duty free & travel retail industry.
JULIÁN DÍAZ GONZÁLEZ, CEO Dufry, heads
the world’s leading travel retailer, which now
has an airport retail market share of close
to 25% following the acquisitions of Nuance
and World Duty Free Group. The company’s
reported pro forma turnover in 2015 reached
CHF 8 billion (as per Bloomberg consensus),
operating over 370 locations in 63 countries
on all five continents.
Díaz will offer his vision about the
challenges our industry faces in its value
proposition to customers and the steps
the industry can take to improve and adapt
the business to the expectations of a new
generation of consumers.

Today, 09:00-11:30
Grand Auditorium, Level 1,
Palais des Festivals
ERIK JUUL-MORTENSEN, TFWA President,
will open the conference with his annual
State of the Industry address, offering
reasons for optimism for the duty free &
travel retail industry at a time of considerable political and economic upheaval, and
stagnation in global sales. He will then
welcome the three keynote speakers to
the stage.

DAVID MILIBAND
is President and
Chief Executive
of International
Rescue Committee (IRC), the
New York-based
non-profit
humanitarian
organisation
founded in 1933
at the request of
Albert Einstein.
He joined the
organisation following a very successful
political career in the UK, where he served
as Policy Director for Tony Blair from 1994
to 2001; as Minister for Schools from 2002
to 2004; and as Foreign Secretary from
2007 to 2010. In the latter role he established a distinctive and respected voice
for an internationalist Britain, from the
war in Afghanistan to the Iranian nuclear
programme, to engagement with the
world’s emerging powers.
Miliband is well placed to assess the
serious challenges facing the world, and
Europe in particular – from the refugee
crisis and its impact on security and free
movement, to the possible regional and
global consequences of the UK’s exit from
the European Union.

RANDI ZUCKERBERG is the founder
& CEO of Zuckerberg Media, a
boutique marketing firm and production company and host of Dot Complicated on SiriusXM Business Radio.
Prior to founding her own company,
Randi worked at Facebook, where
she created and ran the social media
pioneer’s marketing programmes
from 2005-2011. She is the author
of two books, including Dot Complicated, a New York Times bestseller
which addresses the multifaceted
complications of our socially transparent world.

WORKSHOPS PROGRAMME
MARKET WATCH: RUSSIA

INFLIGHT FOCUS WORKSHOP

TFWA RESEARCH WORKSHOP

Tuesday 4 October, 08:00-09:00
Salon Croisette, Majestic Hotel

Wednesday 5 October, 08:00-09:00
Salon Croisette, Majestic Hotel

Wednesday 5 October, 18:00-19:00
Auditorium K, Palais des Festivals

• Pre-registered delegates only

• Pre-registered delegates only

• Pre-registered delegates only

• Register at: conference@tfwa.com

• Register at: conference@tfwa.com

• Register at: conference@tfwa.com

DENIS SHUNDROVSKY, General Manager
Russia and CIS, Furla

JOHN MORIARTY, Managing Director,
Gate Retail Onboard

PETER MOHN, founder & CEO, m1nd-set

FATIMA DZOBLAEVA, Executive Director,
Eurasia Duty Free Association

ILZE ARKLINA, Inflight Service Manager,
airBaltic

IRINA KULIKOVA, Manager, Bain & Company

With global duty free & travel retail sales under pressure
worldwide, the inflight sector is more challenging than most.
Yet it remains a crucial shop window for many brands, large
and small, and an important source of revenue for airlines
and retailers. It also attracts spend from a uniquely affluent,
sophisticated customer base.
TFWA’s Inflight Focus Workshop will, once again, explore the
current context for inflight retail, looking at product trends,
marketing techniques and challenges to growth.
This year’s workshop will feature contributions from John
Moriarty, Managing Director, Gate Retail Onboard, and Ilze
Arklina, Inflight Service Manager, airBaltic.

The Russian market and Russian outbound travellers are crucial to the health
of the wider duty free & travel retail industry, and the current geopolitical and
economic context has placed this sector under considerable pressure. This
year’s Market Watch Workshop will explore the Russian market and Russian
travellers in detail, looking at consumption trends, travel patterns and product
and brand preferences.
Speaking in the workshop will be Denis Shundrovsky, General Manager Russia
and CIS, Furla; Fatima Dzoblaeva, Executive Director, Eurasia Duty Free
Association; and Irina Kulikova, Manager, Bain & Company, and co-author of the
paper How History, Culture and Demography Drive Luxury Consumption in Russia.
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GARRY STASIULEVICUIS, Managing Director,
Counter Intelligence Retail
TFWA’s provision of detailed, actionable research studies has long
been one of the Association’s key services to its members. Over more
than a decade, TFWA Research has built a library of data and insights
on the travelling consumer, with dozens of studies by nationality,
region and theme. Last year TFWA hosted its first one-hour
workshop to present highlights and key findings of its most recent
research studies, which are all available free-of-charge to members
of the Association.
This year, Peter Mohn, founder & CEO, m1nd-set, will present highlights
of a recent, in-depth report on the impact and influence of e-commerce
and mobile technology on customer behaviour in duty free & travel retail.
Garry Stasiulevicuis, Managing Director, Counter Intelligence Retail, will
explore the agency’s latest traffic forecasts and customer insight data.

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE MONDAY 3 OCTOBER 2016

THE IMPACT
AND INFLUENCE
OF E-COMMERCE
AND MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY
This year’s TFWA Research
Workshop will feature
fascinating insights into
the needs, attitudes and
behaviour of travel retail
shoppers with regards to
e-commerce.
Peter Mohn, founder & CEO,
m1nd-set, will show several
highlights of recent research
commissioned by TFWA into
the impact and influence
of e-commerce and mobile
technology on customer

behaviour in duty free & travel
retail. “I will show which technologies they use and why when they
are shopping in the travel retail
channel, as well as for which
purposes they would like to use
e-commerce,” Mohn explains. “I
will present the diverse expectations travellers have regarding
digital and physical stores, as
well as what the travel retail
& duty free players could do to
meet these dissimilar expectations in a more effective way.”
Another part of the presentation



will examine the barriers for
using retailers’ current digital
offers, and which services would
motivate travellers to search
information about duty free &
travel retail prior to their trip,
which would consequently lead to
higher footfall.
“I will also reveal if shoppers
actually prefer one app for all
airports, or if they prefer special
apps for each airport, just to
mention one of the subjects our
industry is currently debating,”
Mohn adds. “Since this research
was conducted in all the main
regions of the world, I will also
highlight differences between
the regions, for example showing
how different the attitudes and
behaviour of Chinese travellers
are compared to the rest of the
world.”
Meanwhile, m1nd-set has
also conducted research into
Millennial travellers, who
are very different regarding
their e-commerce use and

CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS

In Wednesday’s TFWA
Research Workshop, Peter
Mohn, founder & CEO, m1ndset, will present highlights
of a recent in-depth report
on the impact and influence
of e-commerce and mobile
technology on customer
behaviour in duty free &
travel retail.

requirements when compared to
older travellers. “The Millennials
are also much more willing to
share data in return of receiving personalised offers, which
leads to a huge opportunity for
our industry,” Mohn comments.
“They are definitely a driving

force regarding the influence
of e-commerce and mobile
technology. Especially for the
Millennials, it will be crucial
to offer a seamless transition
between the digital and physical
shopping experience throughout
the traveller’s journey.”

TFWA RESEARCH WORKSHOP
TFWA is hosting its second dedicated research workshop at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference
on Wednesday from 18:00 to 19:00 in Auditorium K of the Palais des Festivals. Peter Mohn,
founder & CEO, m1nd-set, and Garry Stasiulevicuis, Managing Director, Counter Intelligence
Retail, will present key findings from two in-depth reports. They gave Ross Falconer a preview of
the type of insights delegates can expect to hear in the workshop.
The outlook for passenger
numbers in the next few
years is very positive.
Global international
passenger forecasts to 2020
predict consistent growth of
+5% year-on-year.
Garry Stasiulevicuis, Managing
Director, Counter Intelligence
Retail, will provide a clear
understanding of the current
and forecast passenger trends
impacting travel retail during
Wednesday’s TFWA Research
Workshop. “We will also aim to
demonstrate the importance and
value of using data to identify
opportunities and threats, in
order to maximise brand potential within travel retail,” he says.
Stasiulevicuis explains that,
while much of the growth to 2020
will be driven by the Asia-Pacific
region, even the more established markets of Europe and
the Americas are seeing yearon-year growth of 4%-5%.

TRAFFIC
FORECASTS
AND CUSTOMER
INSIGHT DATA
“Despite the recent economic
downturn, international departing Chinese passengers are
expected to grow by 26% by
2020,” Stasiulevicuis comments.
“Indian passengers are forecast
to grow by a staggering 36% in
the same period – combined,
this is an additional 23 million
passengers per annum
compared to 2016.”
He notes that one of the overriding conundrums within travel
retail at the moment is: With
the significant and strengthening year-on-year growth we
are seeing in international

passengers across the globe,
how can sales in travel retail be
declining?
“We are witnessing not only
changes in the volumes of
passengers from China and
India, but also a change in
the profile of the passenger,
the destinations and reasons
for travel,” he explains. “The
profile of passengers is much
younger than five years ago,
with the Millennials making up
a large proportion of these new
passengers. While there may be
more Chinese passengers flying
internationally, they are not

9 – TFWA DAILY

Garry Stasiulevicuis, Managing Director,
Counter Intelligence Retail: “The new
Millennial travellers are developing more
confidence and becoming more adventurous
when it comes to foreign travel.”

necessarily the high-spending
‘Baby Boomers’ that most
brands and retailers have been
benefitting from in recent times.
Another big spending nationality, Russians, have recently
seen a significant downturn
in international travel, due to
multiple economic and geopolitical factors, which has impacted
on sales volumes and value in
some key markets.”
Stasiulevicuis adds that some
good news is that current
forecasts expect international
traffic from Russia’s airports
to return to the levels seen in
2015 with growth of +1% in 2017
versus 2015. “The resumption
of flights to Turkey in July 2016
has been an added bonus with
overall growth in traffic to Turkey
in 2017 expected to reach +8%
versus 2016. Currently one
of the few destinations to see
growth in traffic from Russia in
2016, China is expected to see
this trend continue with further
growth of +3% in 2017.”

LEISURE AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
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AFTER HOURS

NEW LOCATION THIS YEAR

Today to Thursday 6 October,
22:00-02:00
Plage du Palais des Festivals
The Scene is firmly established as duty free & travel
retail’s favourite nightspot, and this year moves to a
new location – Plage du Palais des Festivals. Expect
a fresh, festive ambiance and the call of the ocean,
while some of the best DJs on the Côte d’Azur keep
the music coming. Or simply enjoy an after hours
drink with friends and colleagues in a unique setting.

3.6 October 2016

Special security notice

PLAGE DU PALAIS DES FESTIVALS
22:00 - 02:00

Please note that, for safety reasons and due to security
controls in front of the Palais des Festivals, delegates
wishing to enter The Scene, located on Plage du Palais
des Festivals, will be required to show their entry pass
at the entrance, or their TFWA badge if they wish to
buy daily passes directly at The Scene.

Thursday 6 October, 20:00,THURSDAY
Port Canto 6 OCTOBER
Platinum sponsor:

Le Premium Evening always provides a spectacular finale to the week, and this year blends
exquisite cuisine with the passion of Cuban dance. Stéphanie Le Quellec has already won a
Michelin star at the Prince de Galles in Paris. She aims for simplicity and authenticity in a
cooking style inspired by the flavours of Provence and provides the savoir-faire behind the
evening’s sumptuous fare. Ballet Revolución’s powerful fusion of contemporary and street
dance with ballet is fuelled by a musical cocktail of R&B, hip-hop and fiery Latin-American
rhythms. Expect energy, exuberance and sensuality on stage.

Silver sponsors:

Gold sponsor:

GLOBAL INNOVATION

Gare
Maritime

Bd

• Dress code: Black tie
• Entrance by invitation only
• For security reasons and to adhere to Vigipirate controls, delegates are required to present their
invitation at the entrance
• Part of the full delegate package
• A shuttle service will operate from all major hotels
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EVENING ENTRANCES

In order to fulfil the
DFWC’s vision of driving
standards through
education, it was decided
that phase one of the
Academy’s strategy should
be to focus upon a specific
group – frontline retail staff

and product specialists, at
onboarding, supervisory
and shop management
levels. As they are the
‘face’ of our industry and
have an enormous amount
of influence on footfall
conversion rates, the
overall customer service
experience, basket size
and transactional value,
their development and
recognition are essential
and crucial to the success
of any retail organisation.
At the beginning of August,
the Academy hosted a
two-day workshop to
discuss and create a first
draft for three professional standards; shop
floor assistants that work
across a variety of product

categories, and fragrance
and tobacco product
specialists.
Over the next 12 months
the DFWC Academy will
– with assistance from
People 1st – set industry
professional standards for
other key product category
specialisations.
The DFWC Academy is still
scoping out membership
types, values and benefits
and it hopes to publish
these shortly, along with
the launch of its website.
The medium to longterm goals of the DFWC
Academy include the
development of a Business
Administration in Duty
Free and Travel Retail
Masters degree.

WiTR MEETING
TOMORROW

It is an ideal opportunity
to exchange news, views
and experiences – all
women in the duty free &
travel retail industry are
welcome to attend.
WiTR is this year working
with Sunrise, a charity
operating in Cambodia,
to raise €15,000 to build
and equip two classrooms
at Sunrise’s Siem Reap
Learning Centre. The
centre opens the door to
the poorest sectors of the
community, providing them
with the opportunity to gain
the valuable skill of learning a foreign language.
Poor children are given free

classes in English, empowering disadvantaged and
vulnerable people to find
good jobs in the burgeoning
tourist city.
The project was nominated
by WiTR member Erin
Lillis-Arrowsmith, who
takes a personal interest in the home and the
children. “I have been to
Siem Reap many times and
seen the amazing work
that the Learning Centre
does, but they desperately
need more classrooms
and equipment to meet the
demand,” she explains.
“Learning English is so
important to help these

10 – TFWA DAILY
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A reminder that this
year’s Women in Travel
Retail (WiTR) meeting
takes place tomorrow
from 17:30-19:00 on
Level 1 of the Palais
des Festivals, near the
Business Centre and
Hotels Desk.

I

DFWC ACADEMY
PRODUCES ITS FIRST
PROFESSIONAL
STANDARDS

A

At this year’s TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference, a
working group representing the Duty Free
World Council (DFWC),
Dubai Duty Free, Dufry
and Coty convened
to discuss and agree
the DFWC Academy
strategy, as presented
by Travel Retail Training Ltd, which has
been appointed as the
Academy’s management company.

R

E

T

children to break the cycle
of poverty and to give them
a future.”
Fundraising has started,
with commitments from
industry colleagues of
auction and raffle prizes
for the grand draw, as
well as donations. Each
business card entry raises
€10 towards the project
(three entries for €20).
Please deliver donations
for the grand draw to the
Furla stand (Bay Village
Bay 2) by 15:00 tomorrow.
Please help WiTR to make
the meeting in Cannes the
best ever and achieve its
target of offering these
children a life-changing
opportunity.
WiTR extends its thanks
to TFWA and to QuestExhibits for their help in
facilitating the meeting.

ROSIE HUNTINGTON-WHITELEY

T H E G O L D S TA N DA R D
H E A D -TO -TO E LU X U R Y F R O M T H E L E A D E R S
I N O I L- I N F U S E D B E AU T Y
INFUSED WITH NOURISHING ARGAN OIL

ONE BR AND: A WORLD OF OIL-INFUSED BE AUT Y

#ArganEveryDay | Learn more at Moroccanoil.com

TFWA REGATTA
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SUN, SEA
AND SAILING

Kindly
sponsored by:

For adventure seekers,
sea lovers and would-be
skippers, yesterday’s
Regatta was a treat for
all who sailed the Côte
d’Azur in the balmy
28-degree sunshine.
“It was a great start to the
show and absolutely gorgeous
out there on the water,” said
Carrie Soderstrom, Brand
Manager - Travel Retail, Maui
Jim Sunglasses, hinting that
her “favourite part, besides
winning, was at the end
when the wind picked up and
everyone was able to really
sail a bit.”
This TFWA event, which was
sponsored by Italian sportswear brand Paul & Shark, saw
39 attendees divided across
four boats, each named after
Paul & Shark collections:
Kipawa, Bretagne, Competition
and Admiral.
“It has been phenomenal for

us to have started the week
like this and to give everyone
the opportunity to see what the
Regatta is all about,” enthused
Catherine Bonelli, Worldwide
Travel Retail Director, Paul &
Shark. “Everyone has enjoyed it.
There has been sun, wind, and

the sea has been wonderful.”
Attendees received Paul &
Shark jackets and waterproof
bags, and were taught by their
own personal skipper onboard
how to control the 12-14 metre
sailing boats. Each team
plotted a course around the

bay of islands and decided on a
strategy for winning the race.
“Halfway around we went for
a swim and my favourite part
was when the Champagne
arrived. We were longing
for the vitamin C from the
Champagne,” laughed Etienne

Hendrickx, CEO Mosquitno. “It
was good fun and really nice
to do something different. The
weather was beautiful.”
The winning team on the day
was Bretagne, with each team
member receiving a gold medal
for their efforts.

Catherine Bonelli, Worldwide Travel Retail
Director, Paul & Shark.

Team Bretagne with their winning medals (clockwise from left): Larissa
Fadeyev, Manager, Transatlantic Airways; Etienne Hendrickx, CEO Mosquitno;
Charlotte Allum, Media Consultant, Frontier Magazine; Karina Gukasova,
General Manager, Corwell; Ingrid Cam, Director of Acquisitions, Efficio Group;
and Carrie Soderstrom, Brand Manager – Travel Retail, Maui Jim Sunglasses.
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JOIN US AT THE BAY TERRACE (1ST FLOOR) - BOOTH T8

TFWA YOGA SESSION
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Alexander Zvarkovskiy, Senior Sales &
Marketing Manager, Tateossian London.

Vanessa Potiron, Purchasing Manager,
Saresco Afrique.

THE RITUAL
OF DAO
Kindly sponsored by:

“Close your eyes. Take a
little moment to listen to
the sounds outside: the
sound of the ocean, the
birds, the wind,” invited
Fleur van Zonneveld, who
has been teaching yoga for
eight years.
Yesterday’s sunny morning
welcomed 25 delegates to
TFWA’s first yoga session
sponsored by Rituals, which
took place at the Majestic
Hotel jetty. “I am ready
to start the week!” said
Alexander Zvarkovskiy,
Senior Sales & Marketing
Manager.
The session focused on
the art of Dao, and ancient
Chinese philosophy, which
is centred on achieving the
perfect balance between Yin
and Yang, and teaches you
to calm your mind and be in
touch with your true self.
While mastering the art
of yoga, Vanessa Potiron,
Purchasing Manager, Saresco
Afrique, said: “It will be
very hectic, my schedule is
complete, but it is very nice to
start with an event like this.”
“We were fortunate to have the
opportunity to create this event,”
enthused Neil Ebbutt, Director
Wholesale, Rituals Cosmetics.
“This is what our brand is about.
Focus on the self.”
During the session, Van
Zonneveld emphasised
breathing techniques, which
many of the delegates found
would be useful in the next
few days during the event.
“We will remember to keep
breathing!” said Elena
Kuznetsova, Representative
Russia & CIS, Spirit France,
who tries to go to yoga
classes regularly.
“Finding balance – that
is what we do in yoga!”
concluded van Zonneveld.

Edda Halldórsdóttir, Product Manager, Duty Free Store Iceland, and
Bjarklind Sigurðardóttir, Sales & Marketing Director, Duty Free Iceland.

Elena Kuznetsova, Representative
Russia & CIS, Spirit France.
The Rituals team with yoga teacher Fleur van Zonneveld.

25 delegates attended the event yesterday at the
Majestic Hotel jetty, which beautifully extends into
the water and made it the perfect location for the
relaxing morning.

Neil Ebbutt, Director Wholesale, Rituals Cosmetics, and Fleur van Zonneveld, yoga teacher.
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TFWA CHARITY RUN
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Anthony Lymboussis, Johnnie Voutsas, Daniel Lee,
Mabel Lau, and Nicole Hong, all of Folli Follie.

Andy Lane, Ian Weir, Lars Bruns, and Alison
Spowart, all of Ian Macleod Distillers.

TFWA
CHARITY
RUN

The sun was beaming
along the Croisette
yesterday for the third
annual TFWA Charity Run.
111 runners signed up to
this year’s race, gathering
first at the Carlton Hotel,
where TFWA President Erik
Juul-Mortensen welcomed
them with a few words about
the charity chosen by
TFWA CARE – SAMU SOCIAL
– for which €1,765 was
raised.

Wolford’s Stephanie Klefisch and
Andreas Klefisch.

“It’s a wonderful organisation,
which looks after the homeless
here in Cannes and the surrounding area,” he said. “They provide
meals for them every single day
of the year, they transport them
to hospices and other institutions,
wherever they need to go, and are
doing a great job.”
Runners and walkers then set
off along the 1.8km circuit, and
Zilly’s Yevgeniy Bidusenko took the
lead, sprinting to first place with
an impressive distance covered

of 12.6km. “It was my first time
taking part in the run,” he said. “It
was really fun, and at times it was
difficult, but it’s great to take part
for a charity.”
FIYTA Brand Managers Jobs Wang
and Ian Yin won first place in the
team category. “This is the second
time we’ve done the TFWA Charity
Run,” Jobs said. “It’s a great
atmosphere, and offers a wonderful opportunity to see the people
from the different companies
before the exhibition starts.”

Jaya Singh, Head
of Global Accounts,
Mondelez World Travel
Retail, and President,
APTRA; with Alessandra
Visconti, Vice-President
Corporate, TFWA.

TFWA President Erik-Juul Mortensen
gives the runners a warm welcome and
a few words of encouragement.

Alan Brennan, Global Head of
Sales, Nestlé International Travel
Retail, and Melvin Broekaart,
Managing Director, AirCommerce.

Individual winner: Yevgeniy
Bidusenko of Zilli wins first place
in the solo category.

Monika Salmen, Victoria Hutt,
and Jennifer Cords, all of
Imperial Tobacco.

Team winners: FIYTA Brand Managers
Jobs Wang and Ian Yin.
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GOLF
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THE OTHER
RYDER CUP

Kindly sponsored by:

Bruno Richard, Estée Lauder; Norifumi Kusunoki,
Blanc de Blancs; Rikako Otsuka, Estée Lauder; and
Dominic Moon, Frontier Magazine.

Competitors brought the
spirit of the Ryder Cup
to Cannes Mandelieu Old
Course yesterday, as the
annual golf tournament
got underway.
“I’m getting bored of all the
birdies,” said a bullish Gunnar
Heinemann, co-owner, Gebr.
Heinemann, walking across the
sun drenched fairways.
His team had reason to be
confident – playing for them
was Eric Colletta, a professional
golfer based in Cannes. “We’re
taking advantage of the professional help,” admitted Estée
Lauder’s Nathan Moris, also on
the team.
Victor Dubuisson, the French
number one, was also demonstrating his substantial skills,
though he would probably
rather have been at the Ryder
Cup, which he helped win for
Europe in 2014.
Dubuisson wasn’t selected
for the team this year, but the
Ryder Cup’s loss was TFWA’s
gain and it was perhaps

unsurprising that Dubuisson’s
team – which included Leonard
Francois, Pierre Cathala and
J-Philippe Ydraut – won.
The result didn’t count,
however, because of Dubuisson’s professional credentials,
so victory went to Dominic
Moon of Frontier Magazine,
Norifumi Kusunoki of Blanc
de Blancs, and Bruno Richard
and Rikako Otsuka, both of
Estée Lauder. “I’ve never won
it before,” beamed Kusunoki,
kissing his trophy.
It was a particularly successful

Nathan Moris, Estée Lauder;
Eric Colletta, PGS France;
Gunnar Heinemann, Gebr.
Heinemann; and Dermot Davitt,
The Moodie Davitt Report.

afternoon for DFS’ Ariel
Gentzbourger, who won both the
longest drive (ladies) and nearest
to the pin (ladies).
This year’s event, which was
again sponsored by Estée Lauder
and Gebr. Heinemann, raised
€15,000 for the Lotus Flower
Trust, which funds the building of
schools and homes in impoverished communities in rural India.

Christophe Marque, DFS; Olivier
Faucher, Courrèges; Ariel
Gentzbourger, DFS; and Laurent
Marteau, La Prairie.

Peter Irion, Gebr. Heinemann; Orvar Arnarsson, IAEA; Christian Wallner, Munich Airport
Eurotrade; and Kevin Walsh, Premier Portfolio.

Frans Versluis, World of Delights; Peter
jan Rozenberg, Schiphol Airport Retail;
Rolf de Hoogh, Perfetti Van Melle; and
Daniel Rechberger, Par Beaute.
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John Baumgartner, Gebr.
Heinemann; Luke Maga, Distell Ltd;
Harry Diehl; and Garry Maxwell,
Premier Portfolio.

TFWA PÉTANQUE

The sun shone brightly on
the Haribo-sponsored TFWA
pétanque tournament at
Place de L’Etang yesterday.
The winning team planned their
success by only counting on the
best players they knew; just the
two of them. Jelle Smink, Trader
at Connexian International, has
had his eye on the much-coveted
winning spot since 2013. “It
took me three years to win, so
it feels great,” he said. “We won
every match today, thanks to my
partner. We didn’t have a strategy, luck was on our side!”
Winning team partner Adil
Eddahni, Director of Deluxe
Supply, said having a petite team
made taking the trophy that
much easier. “Great – last year I
made the final and this year I am
the champion,” he commented. “I
have a completely new teammate
this year, but as there are only
two of us I think it’s made it much
easier for us to win.”
The popular pétanque tournament is a real TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference institution. It was enjoyed by 87 players
this year, with each gifted a straw
trilby to keep the sunshine off
their focused faces.

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE MONDAY 3 OCTOBER 2016

PASSION FOR
PÉTANQUE

The winners: Adil Eddahni, Director of
Deluxe Supply, and Jelle Smink, Trader
at Connexian International.

Claudio Boccanfuso, CEO Beauty Corp; Juan Luc LeBault, Duty Free and
Travel Retail Director, H Mounier; Fred Koks, Purchaser, Pentrade; and
Alexia Kousiouris, Sales Assistant, Pentrade.

SMALL ELECTRONIC GIFTS

ECO BEAM
LED TORCH

RECHARGEABLE
VIA USB
WEATHER
RESISTANT
MAGNETIC

Visit us at the

TFWA World Exhibition & Conference 2016 Cannes

COME AND MEET US AT MARINE VILLAGE, STAND S1
B O O K

RED VILLAGE, J23
Visit us at the
TFWA World Exhibition in
Cannes from 2 - 7 October.
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Travel Retail Senior Manager, Annette Rosendahl
Mail: Annette.Rosendahl@LEGO.com
Direct: +45 79506490
Mobile: +45 20308261
Account Manager, Pietro Giraudo
Mail: Pietro.Giraudo@LEGO.com
Direct: +45 88343827
Mobile: +45 53195184
LEGO and the LEGO logo are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2016 The LEGO Group. 25190718
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TFWA PÉTANQUE

Elisa Fontana,
Trade Marketing
Manager, Haribo,
and Mickael Dayam,
Consultant, Duty Free
Development.

Virginie Marquet, Regional
Director, Jose Cuervo Global
Travel Retail.
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WELCOME
TO CANNES

01

TFWA World Exhibition & Conference is bigger than ever this year,
with a record 492 exhibiting companies on 472 stands. Many of
these are either exhibiting for the first time, or returning after an
absence, keeping the offer fresh for visitors and highlighting the
importance of travel retail as a platform for leading global brands.

PAIN DE SUCRE 01

DR IRENA ERIS COSMETIC LABORATORIES 02

BAY VILLAGE BAY 19B

HARBOUR VILLAGE PIOLA

WHO ARE YOU?
Pain de Sucre is a French
brand of beachwear and
resort collections for
women. As designers
of the collection and
founders of the brand,
we combine a vanguardist creativity and the
excellence of artwork.
We have, through the
years, created our own
network of shops – PAIN
DE SUCRE – and have
acquired real retail skills.
Because consumers are
travelling today all-year
round for short times but
more often, consuming
beachwear is no longer
as seasonal as it used to
be. We were pioneers in
the 90s with the opening
of stores dedicated only to
beachwear. Our concept
has definitely proved
reliable and profitable to
our partners.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Our main target is the
women between 35 and
55, wages++, urban,
travelling for business
or pleasure. Travel is in
the heart of our mission,
and our partners are
department stores, spas,
luxury hotels, and lingerie
stores. We have experienced success in duty
free via SKYSHOPS and
AEROPORTS de NICE.
Developing our distribution in the duty free space
appears natural. For this,
we have set up a turnkey
concept with modulating

furniture and collections
for all ages. In order
to answer the rules of
airports in terms of space
and time, we also have
in the collection some
specific pieces in unique
sizes that are easy to buy
for gifting.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
Our experience with
AEROPORTS de NICE,
initiated in 2016, has been
successful, and will be
carried over in 2017 with
AEROPORTS de PARIS too.
In order to introduce our
concept to the duty free
actors we also wanted to
have a turnkey concept
totally ready, which is the
case today.
Our PAIN DE SUCRE
shops in London, Paris,
Geneva, St Barth, and
Monaco are the mirror of
our customers – international and fashionable, like
many, many travellers in
airports.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
Our objectives at TFWA
World Exhibition &
Conference are to meet
the ambassadors of the
duty free sector, create
contacts, and to show our
concept with our stand
built like a mini shop, in
order to establish partnerships that are longstanding and profitable for all.

WHAT IS YOUR UNIQUE
SELLING POINT (USP)?
Our concept is selling
travel through our
beachwear and resort
collections. We develop
collections for all ages,
with a good price point
that makes our products
accessible to the widest
panel. It is a turnkey
concept that is easy to
export all over the world,
with a strong service like
staff training, merchandising support, and luxury
marketing tools.

WHO ARE YOU?
Dr Irena Eris Cosmetic
Laboratories is the most
widely-recognised Polish
manufacturer of skincare
cosmetics and the only
non-French brand to be
a member of the selective brands’ association
Comité Colbert. Luxury
and supreme quality
are the hallmarks of
the Dr Irena Eris brand.
The brand philosophy
of a holistic approach to
beauty is shaped not only
by innovative, highest
quality cosmetics, but also
by the network of Skin
Care Institutes, luxurious,
five-star SPA Hotels, and
engagement in unique
artistic projects or sport
events that promote the
brand’s values.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Women who are highly
engaged in the skincare
category, and who look for
more sophisticated and
effective beauty solutions
than a classic duo of day
and night cream. Skincare
for her is a moment of
pleasure, a unique sensual
experience – the cream
must not only deliver its
promise, but also provide
the ‘magic’. She is open
to trying new things and
believes that cosmetics
become more and more
effective, that’s why it is
worth trying new solutions
and new applications. She
believes in technological
progress and looks for
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effectiveness and safety
that are guaranteed by
the scientific work of
advanced laboratories.
• 25+ years old, high
income, well educated,
frequent user of salon
treatments and SPA
services.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference is the
best place to present
the achievements of
the brand, its upcoming creations, and the
international development strategy.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
We want to accelerate
the brands’ international
development through
a stronger presence
in worldwide selective
channels, with a focus on
duty free, perfumeries and
own retail. We are looking
for new potential business
partners to start cooperation in key strategic
regions: Western Europe,
the Middle East and North
Africa, and North America.
We have innovative
new product lines to be
presented as well: Neuro
Filler, Algorithm, and
Global Transforming Skin
Serum.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
The key USP of the
brands:
• True Dr’s brand –
credibility, expertise,
science and safety
backed by advanced
scientific research
and clinical trials,
scientific laboratories,
unique ingredients/
technologies, several
own patents.
• Professional experience
– holistic approach
that combines the
knowledge from Dr
Irena Eris Skin Care
Institutes and SPA
Hotels.
• Spectacular effects –
innovative and unique
active complexes with
proven efficacy and
safety.
• Age adapted product
solutions – clientfriendly portfolio
structure, easy to
navigate through from
25 to 70+ years old.
• Provoke colour
cosmetics for make-up
combined with care.
• Magic of the brand –
emotional engagement
via innovative
communication tools.
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ESTELLA BARTLETT 03

ROYAL DRAGON VODKA 04

YELLOW VILLAGE D42

BLUE VILLAGE C5

05

LG HOUSEHOLD &
HEALTHCARE 05
GOLDEN VILLAGE GO17

WHO ARE YOU?

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?

WHO ARE YOU?

Estella Bartlett is a
quintessentially British
jewellery brand created
in 2011 by brother and
sister Nick and Louise
Bartlett. It is defined by its
playfully chic products and
philosophy.
Where it began: While
sitting, notebook poised,
on the front row of
Vivienne Westwood’s
Autumn-Winter 2010
show, a text popped up
on Louise’s phone. “Sis,
you and I should go into
business together!” Nick,
who had been running
a jewellery business
for eight years, felt that
together they could create
something special – a
brand that combined his
business acumen with his
sister’s fashion credentials. A year later in June
2011, Estella Bartlett
was born, and four years
on retailers including
Harrods, Harvey Nichols
and Selfridges carry the
brand. The main collection
launched in 2011 and is
crafted from silver or gold
plated brass. In August
2015, Estella Bartlett
launched the Sterling
Collection.

Estella Bartlett is launching its new Sterling Silver
Collection, which is
perfect for in-store and
inflight. Estella Bartlett is
listed on over 60 airlines
and would like to grow its
footprint more in travel
retail with store groups,
cruise and ferries.
Estella Bartlett is also
launching its new men’s
collection, Finn & Taylor,
which is being launched
in inflight and duty free
stores, cruises and ferries
this year.

Royal Dragon Vodka is
more than just a spirit
brand. We have developed
a vodka lifestyle concept
with a true customer
experience. Combining
Dutch design, Swiss 23.86
carat pure gold, quality
crystals from Austria,
Italian packaging, the
Asian Dragon and the best
available Winter Harvested
Organic Rye from Lithuania.
Royal Dragon Vodka is
a spectacular high-end
vodka lifestyle concept
with enormous growth
potential. In less than four
years Royal Dragon Vodka
has started trading in
27 countries across Asia
and Europe and we are
planning to expand into
more countries at the end
of 2016 and 2017.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Estella Bartlett has a
wide appeal as they are
a perfect gift. The brand
appeals to all age ranges
and demographics.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
The aim is to continue to
grow within Europe where
the brand is already very
strong with listings with
Dufry, Heinemann and
LS Travel. The aim is to
also grow with stores
and inflight in America
and Asia. Estella Bartlett
will also be targeting
cruise and ferries, as
well at the show.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
• Beautiful fashion
forward designs with
commercial price points
• Innovative packaging
that is perfect for gifting
• Expression through
branding
• Stay true to the quality
• Clear sense of the
brand identity
• Make sure typography,
monogram, designs,
stays on point.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
Royal Dragon Vodka’s
objective at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
is to increase brandawareness worldwide and
meet potential clients.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
We understand the phrase
“You eat and drink with
your eyes first”. That’s
why Royal Dragon Vodka
differentiates itself from
all others. It’s the magical
experience when you see
and feel our products
before you taste the
smoothness from just
our great vodka! On top,
we have our hand-blown
Imperial collection which
stands out from the
crowd (must see) and the
Customized Collection
with unique co-branding
opportunities for true
exclusivity!

Royal Dragon Vodka
focuses on consumers
who appreciate premium,
luxury, high-end products
and the gift industry.
Why drink or present an
average vodka as a gift?!

WHO ARE YOU?
LG household & healthcare belongs to LG group,
which is famous for TV and
mobile. LG household &
healthcare carries three
major business categories – cosmetics, household, and beverages.
As key major cosmetic
brands, we have The
history of Whoo, Su:m37,
belif, Ohui and face shop
for global channels.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Our target customers
are 30s to 40s, who want
to enjoy a luxurious
lifestyle. Thus, our brand
positioning is in the
luxury category. In line
with our brand positioning, we have developed
relevant package designs
and visual merchandising to meet our customers’ needs.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
We have expanded our
presence into the global
travel retail channel from
two years ago based on
our strong performance
in Korea. Based on our

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?

DISARONNO TBC
Being a mature start-up,
we are rapidly growing our
brand globally, and are
continuously looking for
new channels to promote
our brand. TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference is
a great opportunity for the
duty free industry leaders
to meet our brand faceto-face.
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strong performance in
Asia, we want to find
any good opportunity to
expand further into Europe
and America. That’s the
main reason that we
decided to participate at
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
Our key objective is to
advertise our key brand,
The history of Whoo to
new retailers and to find
any potential opportunity, while strengthening
the relationship with
existing retailers.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
The history of Whoo
is quite different from
any other brand. It was
created while applying
new modern science to
oriental herbal medicine,
which was used for the
Empress about 600 years
ago. You can feel the
luxurious atmosphere not
only in the products, but
also in the packaging and
retail concept.

DUBAI DUTY FREE

In terms of category performance so far this year, the top
three are Perfumes with sales
of US$200 million, Liquor with
US$191.1 million, and Cigarettes
with sales of US$105.83 million.
This success has, notably, been
recorded in a year that has been

challenging for retail in general,
and for duty free in particular. Of
course, Dubai Duty Free is not
immune to that trend. “There
are several reasons for this
and all are well documented,
including the weak Euro and
now a weak Sterling,” explains
Colm McLoughlin, Executive Vice
Chairman and CEO, Dubai Duty
Free. “In addition, Russian spend
has not returned as yet, which
we think will cost us around
US$50 million in sales this year.
And while the Chinese traffic has
increased, their spending habits

DUBAI DUTY FREE
ACHIEVING STRONG SALES
IN NEW CONCOURSE D
have changed and their demand
for high-end luxury goods has
dropped. On the positive side, we
have managed to maximise our
use of resources, at the same
time working hard on saving
costs. We have collaborated

Dubai Duty Free achieved sales of US$1.888 billion in 2015, retaining its position as the biggest single
airport retail operation in the world, and it expects a similar result this year.

more with our suppliers and
in particular our Perfumes &
Cosmetics suppliers and these
talks are now paying off.”
Dubai Duty Free is undertaking
promotions, discounts, and
special offers, especially if a
high volume of travelling traffic
is expected during a holiday
period, for example Eid. The
operation has also upgraded
its online presence this year,
with an online payment option
as opposed to the earlier online
order system only.
“Certainly for the month of
August, we believe that these
efforts are starting to come
through with sales of US$143.8
million,” McLoughlin comments.
“Year-to-date, our total sales
have reached US$1.19 billion.”
The new Concourse D at Dubai
International Airport, with its
hotly anticipated 7,000sqm retail
offer, opened fully on 7 March.

Sales performance has been
very much in line with expectations, generating over US$175
million in sales since opening.
The best-performing categories
are Fragrances (US$36.2m) and
Liquor (US$21.8m).
“On the other hand, special
brand concepts which include
Ralph Lauren, Burberry, and
Tiffany among others, have
generated over US$5.59 million
sales in retail value, which is
very good,” McLoughlin notes.
“It’s a new location, so our
passengers have to get used to
that and we have had our fair
share of challenges in terms of
customer wayfinding. Overall,
yes we are pleased with the
sales performance considering how difficult the year has
been for luxury. Year-to-date,
Concourse D now accounts for
14.75% of the sales at Dubai
Duty Free.”

Last caLL
for the Riviera ‘Art de vivre’

*

b o u t i q u e s & g a s t r o n o m i e c o u p d e c œ u r **
present your delegate badge to benefit from a
10% discount in the Nice airport stores
featuring the world’s most prestigious brands.***
#niceAirportshopping

*Dernier appel pour «l’Art de Vivre» de la côte d’Azur. **our favorite Boutiques & Gastronomy. ***Discount available in partner shops.

Dubai Duty Free achieved
sales of US$1.888 billion in
2015, retaining its position
as the biggest single
airport retail operation in
the world, and it expects a
similar result this year.
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Shiseido Group sees travel
retail as key to realising its
Vision 2020 growth targets
and achieving its goal of
becoming a global company.
Travel retail is a highly
profitable business for
Shiseido and offers excellent potential for growth,
especially in Asia.
“It is a global channel by nature,
with diverse consumers and
markets, and it is where we
can develop an international
outlook that will enable us to
respond quickly to changes,”
says Masahiko Uotani, CEO
Shiseido Group. “That is the
idea behind Vision 2020: to
rejuvenate Shiseido by transforming all of our activities to
focus on consumers, so that
we can quickly and accurately
address changing consumers
and markets. Travel retail puts
Shiseido – a symbol of Japan –
on the world stage and makes
our brands known to consumers
all over, so in a way it is an
important flag-bearer for Japan
and our values as a company.”
Under the leadership of Shiseido
Travel Retail President Philippe
Lesné, the business has flourished, and it is now targeting
retail sales in excess of US$2
billion by 2020. “We are also
aiming to double travel retail’s
share of total Group sales from
5% this year to 10% in 2020,”
Lesné comments. “Our growth
will be supported by positive
trends in passenger traffic and
the travel retail beauty market.
These trends bode well for
Shiseido Travel Retail, and we
are in prime position to capitalise on our strengths to become

a leading growth engine for the
Group and a powerful showcase
for our brands on the global
stage. Our vision is to inspire
one billion travellers around
the world to become Shiseido
Beauty Shoppers.”
Travel retail is outperforming
expectations and other regions;
sales in the first half of 2016
were up +52.2% on a local
currency basis, largely driven
by Chinese travellers. “They are
without doubt the growth engine
of our travel retail business,”
Uotani adds. “By 2020, the
Chinese will make 200 million
overseas trips, so how big a
growth engine travel retail will
be for the Group will depend on
how well we can capture these
Chinese travellers.”
There is strong sales momentum in Asia for the core brands
Shiseido, Clé de Peau Beauté
and NARS, especially in China,
South Korea and Thailand –
together these three brands
represented 87% of total sales
in Asia in the first half of 2016.
“We will continue to build on
our strengths here and drive
penetration with Chinese travellers, focusing on attractive travel
retail exclusive sets,” Lesné
explains. “In the Americas,
our sales have been affected
by political instability and the
economic recession in Brazil,
but we are optimistic about the
growing numbers of Chinese
inbound tourists to North
America. In EMEA, sales were
buoyed by bareMinerals’ entry
into inflight and good performance in key markets. Growth in
fragrances was mainly driven by
Narciso Rodriguez and Burberry,
and the new Elie Saab Rose



SHISEIDO TRAVEL RETAIL

Masahiko Uotani, CEO Shiseido
Group, and Philippe Lesné,
President, Shiseido Travel Retail.

TRAVEL RETAIL
“PUTTING SHISEIDO ON
THE WORLD STAGE”
Travel retail is a key strategic business for Shiseido Group
and has, indeed, been identified as one of six regional entities
in its Vision 2020 medium-long term corporate strategy. The
unification of Shiseido with Beauté Prestige International in
May 2016 created Shiseido Travel Retail, bringing together
the Group’s skincare, make-up and fragrance brands in
travel retail. The results have been impressive, as Masahiko
Uotani, CEO Shiseido Group, and Philippe Lesné, President,
Shiseido Travel Retail, explained to Ross Falconer.
Couture has performed well in
the Middle East and the UK.”
In 2017, Shiseido Travel Retail
aims to step up investments in

advertising and promotions
at key strategic airports, and
strengthen its retail operations at flagship doors with
more beauty consultants and
enhanced training. “For our
Shiseido brand, we will roll
out a new counter design for
our flagship doors in January
2017, with the support of our
new Global Design Center,”
Lesné adds.

‘ONE SHISEIDO. ONE
TRAVEL RETAIL’
The unification process which
created Shiseido Travel Retail
began last year in the Group’s
Europe, Middle East & Africa
(EMEA) region, where Beauté
Prestige International is based,
and the resulting synergies won
Shiseido the license agreement
for the beauty activities of
Dolce&Gabbana. Integrating this
new brand into the portfolio will
be a key priority in 2017.
Meanwhile, the objectives of
building ‘One Shiseido. One

Partnership initiatives have included mega campaigns and operator-exclusive events,
such as the Shiseido Rouge Rouge ‘Red’ animation with Shilla.
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Travel Retail’ globally include
reinforcing partnerships with
retail operators. Partnership
initiatives have included mega
campaigns and operator-exclusive events, such as the Shiseido
Rouge Rouge ‘Red’ animation
with Shilla and the Clé de Peau
Beauté Loyal T VIP event with
DFS. “These have helped us
in our brand-building efforts,
which we are enhancing with
the launch of the Global Design
Center,” says Lesné. “We have
also strengthened our development of travel retail exclusives to enhance brand value.
These include extensions of
our bestsellers in exclusive
jumbo sizes for skincare
(such as the new 250ml Clé
de Peau Beauté Essential
Correcting Refiner, launching
in January 2017) and exclusive
palettes for make-up (such as
NARSissist Jetsetter).”
Shiseido is exhibiting at TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference:
Ambassadeurs Village V13.

ELECTRONICS
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SCORPIO WORLDWIDE:
“PROVIDING UNIQUE AND
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS”
Scorpio Worldwide
(Mediterranean Village
P8) is constantly watching
product trends and what
is ‘hot’ in the market to
ensure the products it
offers are right for travellers. Stuart McGuire, Chairman, Scorpio Worldwide,
explains that travel retail
exclusive products are very
important.
“This is what our customers
expect,” he says. “Providing
unique and innovative products
is the key to travel retail.”
Indeed, it has been a good year
so far for Scorpio Worldwide. It
has, for example, just launched
some new products on KLM with
good success.
Among the new products it

is presenting at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference is the
Aviator Powered Travel Case,
with pockets for credit cards, ID
cards, cash, passports and much
more. Meanwhile, the integrated
4,000mAh rechargeable battery
will recharge your phone three
times. The case can accommodate any size phone up to an
iPhone6+ under the elasticated
ties. There are also ties for
earphones, a pen and other
accessories. With a water and
dirt resistant coating this travel
case means everything is in one
place and ready to go.
Scorpio Worldwide is also
showcasing new products from
Thumbs Up! including the Rotary
Powerbank. The 2,200mAh
battery can be charged by USB
just like any other powerbank. If

the battery expires, and there
is not available power source,
simply rotate the crank handle
of the side of the unit to
recharge. It includes a
built-in LED flashlight
and Micro USB cable. The
Thumbs Up! HD Action
Camera is said to be
perfect for skiing, surfing,
snowboarding or biking.
Accessories include a
water resistant case, USB
cable, 8GB Micro SD card,
and user manual. The
Thumbs Up! Solar Panel
USB Charger is perfect for
outdoor lovers. Simply open it
up and place in direct sunlight to
charge your device.
There is also the Thumbs
Up! Micro Cellphone, and the
Thumbs Up! Compact Walkie
Talkie Set. The Micro Cellphone
is an ultra thin ‘credit card’
size 2G handset. Features
include the ability to answer
incoming and make outgoing
phone calls, send and receive

ELECTRONICS
CREATING A BUZZ

For Braun (Mediterranean
Village P15), TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference is the perfect stage
for presenting its new
products to an international audience.

Braun is introducing the new Braun Series 9 shaver, which is described as “the epitome
of premium craftsmanship”. “With the new HyperLift Trimmer, seamlessly compressed
housing and the final body galvanization sealing process, this shaver pairs unparalleled
strength with stylish design,” says Kathrin Mellin, Marketing Manager, Braun.

Bluetooth connectivity, as well
as our new display and presentation concepts.”
Braun’s products fulfil basic

SMS messages, alarm clock,
FM radio, calculator, calendar,
Bluetooth, loudspeaker, and
microphone. A Micro USB cable
is included. Simply insert a SIM

The electronics category is among the most diverse and
innovative in travel retail. Here, Ross Falconer explores
some of the innovations being introduced by exhibitors at
TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.

BRAUN:
PERSONAL
GROOMING
INNOVATION

“It is also a great opportunity to
meet new customers from all
over the world and reconnect
with existing ones, as well as
with industry colleagues and
friends,” says Kathrin Mellin,
Marketing Manager, Braun. “So
far this year, we have moderate
growth in travel retail. This is
based on last year’s innovations
like the new Series 3 shaver
range, Satin Hair brush featuring a combination of natural
bristles and seamless bristles
for gentle brushing, and OralB’s premium toothbrushes with

Thumbs Up! are creators of ingenious gifts
and gadgets, including the Compact Walkie
Talkie Set. Scorpio Worldwide is showcasing
a range of new products from Thumbs Up!
at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.

card to get started.
Meanwhile, Scorpio Worldwide
is introducing new products
from Sony, including the SONY
MDR-ZX220BT Wireless Stereo
Headset. It has up to eight hours
of music playback time, and
clear voice hands-free calling
with built-in microphone. The
product swivels flat for easy
portability. There is a Micro-USB
port for charging.
The SONY MDR-EX750NA
Hi-Res Audio Noise Cancelling
headphones, feature digital
noise cancelling with dual noise
sensor technology.
“TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference is a key date for
Scorpio Worldwide, it allows
us to showcase our new
products to our current and
potential customers, gaining
valuable feedback,” McGuire
comments. “We are aiming to
expand distribution of all of our
electronic products, but with
a real focus on the Sony and
Thumbs Up! products.”

personal grooming needs
and it is a market leader in
several categories. To stay atop
it is essential to constantly
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innovate. This year, Braun is
introducing the new Braun
Series 9 shaver, which is
described as “the epitome of
premium craftsmanship”. Its
eye catching gold-coloured
HyperLift Trimmer is coated
with Titanium Nitride – an
extremely hard ceramic
material, often used as a
coating on precision tools – to
reduce friction, delivering
an extremely pleasant skin
feel. “The coating provides
protection from corrosion and
improves wear resistance,
making it more durable,”
Mellin notes. “With the new
HyperLift Trimmer, seamlessly
compressed housing and the
final body galvanization sealing
process, this shaver pairs
unparalleled strength with
stylish design.”
Silk-Expert uses Intense Pulsed
Light (IPL) technology to interrupt the hair’s regrowth cycle.
Gentle pulses of light target
the melanin in the hair follicle
and with continued periodic
use the hair becomes weaker,
finer, lighter and grows slower.
The device continuously reads

the skin tone 80x per second
and automatically optimises
the light intensity at every flash
to accommodate varying skin
tones and ensure safe, yet
efficient use.
Meanwhile, the Oral-B GENIUS
intelligent toothbrush system
features the new Position
Detection Technology to
help brush like the dentist
recommends. “Up to 80% of
people spend insufficient time
brushing at least one zone in
their mouth,” Mellin explains.
“Position Detection Technology
combines cutting-edge motion
sensor technology located in
the brush, and video recognition
using the smartphone’s camera,
to track areas being brushed so
that no zone is missed. It also
comes with a practical smartphone holder, which allows for
the phone to be placed on the
bathroom mirror for optimal
use of Position Detection
Technology. The stylish charging
travel case charges the brush
and smartphone or other small
device with a single plug. Multivoltage makes travelling easier
than ever (GENIUS 9000 only).”

GOOD HOME FOR BRANDS
Some of the strong brands in our portfolio
Conaxess Trade is one of Europe’s leading
confectionery distributors within travel retail
with a particularly strong presence in Northern
Europe. We sell and market strong international
chocolate and sugar confectionery brands.

At Conaxess Trade we strive to be the frontrunner in the confectionery business – our
portfolio of global brands are proof of this.
With a strong presence in the travel market,
we create high consumer brand awareness
around the brands. Together with our partners,
we can turn that awareness into high rotation
and value added sales.

This year, we are proud also to add the Haribo
brand to our confectionary portfolio.

Visit us at Yellow Village G59

Conaxess Trade Denmark A/S
Transformervej 16 . 2860 Søborg . Denmark . Tel.: +45 4457 5859 . www.conaxesstrade.com
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Pasco is launching several
new headphones and ear
sets from B&O PLAY.

PASCO:
“IT IS CRUCIAL TO
HAVE UNIQUE
PRODUCTS”

Pasco (Marine Village R1) is launching brand new products, ranging
from new Parrot Drones to several
new headphones and ear sets from
B&O PLAY. It is also introducing the
Tru Virtu line of hi-tech wallets to
the inflight channel, which feature
patented RFID-chip protection.
Robert Suter, General Manager, Pasco,
explains that travel retail exclusive
products are very important in the
electronics category, especially for sales
onboard airlines. “It is crucial to have
products which are unique. To this end,

we, in almost all cases, include additional
items which are relevant to the main
product. We often also create smaller
packaging for our airline customers due to
the space constraints in their trolleys.”
The electronics category is among the
most innovative and rapidly developing, and
Suter adds that Pasco keeps its offer fresh
and enticing to travellers “by staying on top
of product developments and offering new
products to our customers as soon as they
are available from the manufacturers.”
Pasco is pleased with how sales have
developed this year and expects a strong
performance for the full year. This is
primarily due to an increase in the
number of customers, in fact to the most
that Pasco has ever had.
“Events such as TFWA World Exhibition
& Confernece are essential to us, as it is
often the only time we interact with our
customers face-to-face. In addition, it is
one of the best ways to meet and find new
customers,” Suter concludes.

Pasco is introducing
the Tru Virtu line of
hi-tech wallets to the
inflight channel, which
feature patented RFIDchip protection.
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ELECTRONICS

CAPI:
PREMIUM
BRANDS AND
PRODUCT
INNOVATIONS
The electronics market is
changing rapidly, and Capi
(Blue Village G31), therefore, constantly adapts its
concepts to developments
in the market.
“We know what travellers want
and we influence their behaviour
by our marketing concepts,”
explains Peter Wiggers, Managing Director, Capi. “We always
follow the latest innovations like
the changing focus from digital
imaging to headphones, and
mobile phones and accessories.
The outlook for the remainder of
2016 is that the category Smart
Home will continue to become
increasingly important. New
products like the Bose QuietComfort 35 and Apple’s iPhone
7 are also selling very well in
our stores.”
At TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference, Capi is presenting Experience Tables, where
visitors can actually try out and
experience the latest and most
exciting innovations, such as the
DJI Phantom 4 Drone. “Drones
are still extremely popular
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and they are constantly being
improved,” Wiggers comments.
“In Cannes this year, we introduce the beautifully designed,
well-advanced high-quality
drone DJI Phantom 4. From our
leading A brands, we present
the Bose QuietComfort 35
Headphones. These headphones
are not only wireless, but also
noise cancelling.”
The range of Capi’s private,
travel exclusive brand MiTone
is also being extended with
the latest electronics accessories. New products include a
Bluetooth wireless adapter for
inflight entertainment, a high
definition headphone line and a
Bluetooth speaker.
Capi operates on airports and in
the duty free sector only and is a
leader in this market. “Airports
are special areas with an
exciting atmosphere,” Wiggers
enthuses. “That is why travellers expect premium brands
and innovations of valuable
products. They look for brands
they know, along with niche and
innovative products. Travellers
would like to be surprised by
an inspiring, exciting shopping
environment. That is why Capi
combines the best brands, latest
innovations and a trendsetting
shopping experience to create
added value for travellers. We
anticipate and respond quickly to
new innovations. This shows the
importance to introduce travel

Peter Wiggers, Managing Director, Capi: “We constantly evaluate our product categories and our excellent relationships
with our suppliers enable us to launch the newest, most innovative products, often weeks before they become available
in the high street. That is why travellers will always find the latest innovations at our stores.”

retail exclusive products. We
do this in several ways. Our It’s
Exclusive! showcase highlights
truly exclusive products, like
a golden iPhone, diamondstudded headphones and a
Stella McCartney design Canon
camera. Moreover, we offer
our own private brand MiTone,
especially and exclusively developed for the travel retail & duty
free market. MiTone products
have an innovative design and

special features, making them
ideal products for fashionsensitive and price-conscious
travellers.”
Capi’s success lies in its ability
to anticipate developments in
the world of electronics. The
electronics category is, indeed,
evolving rapidly and products
are improving constantly. “TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference
is crucial in our calendar, as
it is one of the most important

TROIKA: INNOVATIVE
SMALL PRODUCTS WITH
OUTSTANDING DESIGN
AND FUNCTIONALITY

TROIKA is presenting innovative
small products with outstanding
design and functionality, including
a business card case that offers an
emergency charge function in
elegant casing.

The new product group
‘Small Electronic Gifts’ from
TROIKA (Red Village J23)
is a current trend. They are
clever, modern products
with benefits to make life
a little easier. The design
gifts are pleasing to the
eye and don’t just appeal to
nerds or geeks.
The range includes keyrings,
pocket-sized lights, and smartphone finders, as well as an
environmentally-friendly bag
light that doubles as a keyring,
and even a business card case
that offers an emergency charge
function in elegant casing. These
are just some examples of the
Small Electronic Gifts available
from TROIKA.
Unlike typical electronic

equipment from the wholesale
market, TROIKA provides
uncomplicated small electronic
gifts without bulky packaging or
impossible instructions. They
are perfect for those young (or
young at heart) customers that
are looking for small, useful

tradeshows in the duty free
sector,” Wiggers adds. “It
enables us to meet with existing
and potential customers, offer
visitors the ability to try out and
experience our latest innovations,
and to keep up-to-date with
what’s happening in the industry.
The event is a perfect opportunity
to show existing and potential
customers our expertise in this
niche market and our wide range
of unique retail solutions.”

gifts that do all sorts of things.
Meanwhile, the German Design
Council honours pioneering
German brands and brand developers with the German Brand
Award. TROIKA was honoured
in the “Industry Excellence in
Branding” category for 2016.
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The first order of business for all
of the companies was to survive
the challenging nomination
process and earn a chance to win
over the independent panel of
brand experts from a variety of
disciplines. The German Design
Council, which was founded as
the result of a resolution of the
first German Bundestag and
celebrated its 60th anniversary
in 2013, received some 900
submissions for the German

Brand Award 2016.
The award is given to honour
successful brand management. TROIKA was honoured in
category number 2, “Industry
Excellence in Branding”, in the
subcategory “Consumer Goods”.
“Ever since the company was
founded in 1992, establishing
TROIKA as a brand for ‘gifts
that bring joy’ has been the
guiding principle behind our
thoughts and actions,” explains
Liudger Böll, Managing Director, TROIKA. “This award is
further confirmation that our
focus on innovative small
products with outstanding
design and functionality is the
right strategy for the future.”
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COINTREAU
LIMITED EDITION
Rémy Cointreau Global Travel Retail is revealing the
sparkling new limited edition from La Maison Cointreau.
While the recipe has stayed the same, the Cointreau bottle
has seen subtle changes that reflect the fashion of the day,
yet has never lost its timeless character.
The new version of the bottle is an incarnation shaped and
cut in the same way that a fine jeweller would transform a
rough diamond. The raised embossing that elegantly
swathes the bottle helps to achieve a charmingly
feminine textured effect.
The design appears more subtly on the
stopper, adorned with features to catch
the eye and create an optical illusion. This
bottle is neither entirely new nor utterly
different. It merely represents a facet of the
Cointreau character expressed in its purest
and most radiant form.
Cointreau liqueur is renowned for capturing the perfect balance between the
sweetness and bitterness of oranges.
These subtle flavours hint at a true
strength of character and are best enjoyed
“on the rocks”.
The Cointreau Limited Edition one litre will
appear in selected travel retail stores worldwide, priced at parity with Cointreau Original.

Marine Village Foyer 1A

he sweetest treasure of Arabia.

FIRST AND FINEST
CAMEL MILK CHOCOLATE.

Made from camel milk and finest ingredients like genuine Bourbon vanilla and pure cocoa butter,
Al Nassma chocolates symbolize the discerning taste of the Arabian world and a unique and halal
quality product. For travelers looking for a distinctive and delicious gift, Al Nassma represents
the refined elegance and luxury of Arabia.
Come visit us during TFWE (Blue Village, Stand F-1) and let us show you how our offer can help
drive footfall, penetration and conversion in your outlet.

Niche fragrance specialist
Perfumer’s Workshop
International is showcasing its extended Samba
Metallics portfolio. The
range, which was first
launched into travel
retail last year, has been
extremely successful with
several listings. PWI has
launched two new entries
into the range: Samba
Ruby, and Samba Amber.
Designed for women,
Samba Ruby (100ml, EDP)
has been developed by
Perfumer Gil Claven with
the goal of creating the
most sensual, and sultry
interpretation of this divine,
treasured stone. Carved
from the most precious of
perfumery ingredients, this
fragrance radiates luscious
freshness, dramatic floral
tones, and glowing warmth
for a lasting impression.
Designed for men, Samba
Amber (100ml, EDT) has
been created by Perfumer
Ilias Ermenidis with the idea
of enhancing the sensual
warmth of amber with
addictive elements of luxurious, masculine ingredients

Finally, there is a convenient solution for everyone
with a plastic packed
wallet burning in their
pockets. Cash cards,
credit cards, membership
& loyalty cards – even
ID cards and driver’s
licenses – not only do they
become difficult to store
and organise, but they
are just as easy to be lost
or stolen. Those struggles are now in the past,
following development of
the TRU VIRTU “CREDIT
CARD CASE”.
This cool aluminium card
case is the modern alternative to last century’s
outdated leather version.
This intelligent product
allows men and women to
carry all their essentials
in a pocket-sized case:
papers, cards of all kinds,
receipts, business
cards, etc, in an
aluminium shell
that combines
resistance and
lightness.
TRU VIRTU
“CREDIT CARD CASE”
protects against nasty

NICHE
FRAGRANCES
like bourbon and leather.
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference visitors will
also have the opportunity
to see the latest additions
to its niche fragrance
portfolio, Amouroud.
The two new fragrances,
Midnight Rose and Miel

Sauvage, give the range a
broader appeal, and add
to the already successful
four scents: Dark Orchid,
Safran Rare, Santal des
Indes, and Oud du Jour.

Yellow Village
G40

21 ST CENTURY
CARD CASE
RFID-scanning – an illegal
detection of personal data
and information saved
on your credit card – one
of the leading causes of
identity theft.
It is available in five cool
colours – Black Magic,
Coffee to go, Taupe Rock,
Silver Arrow, and Blue

www.al-nassma.com
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Ocean. It is also now available in the new SILK LINE,
which has a stylish matt,
satin-finished surface that
is created by a special
complex treatment of the
aluminium surface.

Red Village
J21

Visit the Underberg
booth at
CANNES October 3 – 7, 2016
Green Village M70

www.underberg.com
Made in Germany

Drink responsibly

the natural
herbal digestive

NEW PRODUCTS

CHOCOLATE
ON DISPLAY
For Al Nassma POS
displays are key not only
to telling the brand’s
story properly, but they
also serve as a beacon
and crowd-puller into the
category. The company
has a new generation
camel display with a much
more space-efficient

footprint (1m x 1m) for
airports with space
constraints.
Since placing its POS
displays in Qatar Duty
Free, Al Nassma has
enjoyed a double-digit
sales increase on the
shop floor. The company
also has new listings in
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Salalah and Madinah, run
by ATU, and new listings in
Saudi Duty Free in Jeddah,
Dammam and Riyadh.
Al Nassma is the only
chocolate sold in the
Metropolitan Museum in
New York, NYC’s biggest
attraction with seven
million visitors per annum.
The museum is running a
special exhibition entitled
“Jerusalem 1000-1400”,
where the chocolate is
being featured.

Blue Village F1

ASIAN PHILOSOPHY

TRAVEL
WITHOUT
BORDERS
This year, Bensimon
returns to TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
to show a brand new

travel retail collection.
Being a precursor of
French lifestyle for over
30 years, Bensimon

have evolved from ABC
Gingseng Cream, the
origin of Sulwhasoo.The
upgraded Concentrated
Ginseng Renewing
Cream EX presents two
variants, so one can
choose from, according
to their tastes and skin
conditions, Concentrated
Ginseng Renewing
Cream EX Original and
Concentrated Ginseng
Renewing Cream EX
Light.

Amore Pacific is
showcasing Sulwhasoo,
the holistic beauty brand
that delivers beauty and
harmony and balance
with Asian philosophy
and wisdom, which
will be releasing the
upgraded Concentrate
Ginseng Renewing
Cream EX Original,
which restores the

natural vitality of the
skin with the enhanced
anti-aging benefits of
ginseng. New Concentrated Ginseng Renewing
Cream EX Light, which
retains the efficacy of
the original formula and
offers options one can
choose from according
to desired texture and
scent, is also being

launched.
Sulwhasoo Concentrated
Ginseng Renewing
Cream EX is an antiaging cream infused with
Korean ginseng, which is
recognised as the world’s
best for its efficacy and
quality. It is a signature
product, representative
of 50-year-long ginseng
research efforts that

invites all globetrotters to
travel in its joyful world.
To satisfy their desires,
the new travel product
range includes: roller
cases, backpacks, travel
and cosmetic bags, a
palette of pouches, and
little pockets, fragrances,
and many more. Light
and practical, clever and
simple, comfortable and
aesthetic, the Bensimon

new travel collection is
also daring with colours.
To fit a universe of travel
without any borders,
Bensimon offers timeless
products, adapted to
airline companies, airport
shops, and hotel projects.
Each line is developed
in all sizes and several
colours, but Bensimon is
flexible to create only for
your needs.

Yellow Village F46

THE IDEAL GIFT
LINDT & Sprüngli brings
sparkle and elegance to
Cannes with its launch
of the new LINDT Swiss
Masterpieces Bijoux Collection. The limited edition
within its Swiss Masterpieces Pralines Assortment
is travel retail exclusive and
features two new pralines,
which LINDT is describing
as “especially exquisite”.
The new Swiss
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Masterpieces Bijoux
Collection emphasises the
handmade jewel-like quality
of the Swiss Masterpieces –
a pleasure to behold as well
as to taste. The collection
contains 26 finest Swiss
Masterpieces Pralines,
including two new and
extraordinary ones, lovingly
created by the LINDT Swiss
Master Chocolatier: Perle de
Cuivre – crunchy cocoa bits

Bay Village
Bay Terrace 2

and cookie chunks, enveloped in an aromatic fondant,
coated with white and dark
chocolate and garnished
with a shimmering coppercoloured pearl; and Pépites
d’Or – melt-in-the-mouth
almond praline accented
with crisp Amaretti, coated
in dark chocolate with
highlights of golden sprinkles. Presented in the most
sumptuous packaging, the
collection makes the ideal
premium gift.

Marine Village
R7

NEW PRODUCTS
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EFFORTLESS
TRAVELS
Coach Inc., a leading New
York design house of
modern luxury accessories and lifestyle brands,
is exhibiting with its new
Spring 17 travel retail
exclusive collection.
Made for the cool and
effortless woman, the

PERFECT GIFT
Estella Bartlett is presenting a selection of new
products at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference.
Wings Bracelet is the
perfect gift or a treat
for yourself. Silver
plated beads sit on a
grey cord, with a wings
charm at juxtaposed
positions looking ready
for flight. This bracelet
is perfect as a gift or a
treat for yourself.
Trio Bracelet Set is
a beautiful trio set,
featuring gold and blue
beads, and is the perfect

accessory for a fashionable summer outfit.
A new design, Coco Wrap
Silver with Heart Charm,
is welcomed this season.
This beautiful silver
plated bracelet with
blue detail is perfect for
pairing with your favourite metal accessories.
The minimal packaging
of the products with a
dreamy cloud motif is
perfect for inflight and
instore.

Yellow Village
D42

BRAND
NEW
LOOK
Cabeau, the leader of
expertly crafted travel
accessories is exhibiting
at TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference with a brand
new look and expanded
product line. The brand
refresh gives Cabeau
an updated logo, a new
strapline – Travel Made
Better – and a sleek new
colour palette – moving
from blue to purple.
The new branding will
be rolled out across all

three new silhouettes
include a Turnlock Chain
Tote, a Gazette Crossbody
and Crossbody Clutch.
Made of the highest quality
leather, the three new
shapes are exclusively
available in two brand new
colours for this spring

Cabeau products in Q1
and Q2 of 2017, and will
include new promotional
and marketing material.
The updated packaging is
eye-catching and informative, ensuring potential
customers understand the
unique benefits of each
Cabeau product.
Notable new
additions
to Cabeau’s
2017 product
line will be
available in
January and
include: Travel
Locks, Luggage Straps,
Luggage Tags, Travel
Adapters, Eye Masks, Ear
Phones, and Ear Plugs.
“Cabeau is fuelled by
innovation and our team

season, Coral and Stone.
Two exciting silhouettes
have also been added to
the Spring 17 collection,
the Passport Case/Luggage
Tag Set and the Keep All,
which are both available in
two new colours.
To underline the craftsmanship and authenticity,
each Spring 17 Coach bag
now has a Storypatch, a
59x45mm patch of leather
that reads: ‘This is a
limited edition coach bag.
It was handcrafted from

creates solution-driven
products designed by
travellers for travellers.
We don’t want to just

the finest materials. Its
superior craftsmanship
and attention to detail
reflect our commitment to
enduring quality.’
Coach is also showcasing
its Fall 2016 Travel Exclusive collection, which
includes the Sophia Tote
and Travel Wallet, Boxed
Passport & Luggage Tag
Set in new fashion colour
Burgundy.

Riviera Village
RH5

make great things;
we want to make
a difference,”
comments David
Sternlight, CEO and
founder, Cabeau.

Yellow Village
E39

HIGH-END ACTIVE WEAR
Brunotti’s new summer
collection is stylish for the
summer days with highquality technical details
for all board sports and for
travellers all year round.
It features coloured swim
shorts, polos, trendy tops,
bikinis, and sunglasses.
As seasons are becoming
less distinctive, Brunotti
designed the three
delivery frames in such a
way that they always meet
the customer’s needs.
Never Out Of Stock,
the colour range of the
popular NOOS Crunot
swim shorts and Frunot
men’s polo is completely
renewed. Furthermore, the
Frunot polos are treated
with a Nano Finish: the
innovative water and dirt
repelling textile finish.

Within the NOOS range
is the Mix and Match
collection. This collection
is an important product
line and an absolute
bestseller. It consists
of four different prints
derived from the two main
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themes. There are six tops
and six bikini bottoms in
each theme. The fits and
shapes are very innovative.
The large range of shorts,
pareos, topos and sandals
completes this collection.
The brand will also

present the #supactive
collection, which consists
of high-end active wear –
leggings, surf suits, sporty
bikinis, and shorts.

Blue Village
F25
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CREATIVITY
IN A BOTTLE
This year’s TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
sees William Grant & Sons
refining its global travel
retail portfolio with new
and refreshed packaging
in key collections. The
stand retains its open
and friendly atmosphere,
inviting customers to view
a compelling portfolio
that continues to excel in
creativity and innovation,
alongside examples of its
unique brand activations
from Hendrick’s Gin and
Monkey Shoulder Whisky.
One highlight is the new
packaging for Glenfiddich
Cask Collection, which
remains exclusive to
global travel retail.
William Grant & Sons
will also be revealing a
new pack for Drambuie
Scotch Liqueur – a brand
that it sees as offering
tremendous potential
within the category.
In addition, new 50cl

packaging will be introduced for Tullamore
D.E.W. Cider Cask Finish
Irish whiskey and Tullamore D.E.W. Phoenix Irish
whiskey – both exclusive
to global travel retail,
giving travellers the
differentiated offer they

are looking for. Perfect
for impulse purchasing or
gifting, these 50cl packs
are a superb introduction
for consumers to Tullamore D.E.W.

Golden Village
GO2

TRIP
TO
THE
50s
Starbrook Airlines’
Belgian chocolate
offers the unique
combination of the
finest ingredients,
exclusive production
methods and stringent
quality controls, which
ensure the consistent
excellence of its
product. The brand
has the widest range
of fine Belgian chocolates,
which are presented in
a variety of shapes and
packaging sizes.
This year in Cannes, the
brand is presenting its
Starbrook mixed Belgian
chocolate tin 365g. The
chocolate assortment and
the tin come in a wonderfully designed packaging
with stunning retro water

TRAVEL

THE WORLD
WITH CARE

AND BEAUT Y
paints evoking the early50s aviation era.
Made exclusively for
travel retail, the product
is the perfect gift, but also
collector’s item as there are
no pictures of products or
other elements on the tin.

BY

The Starbrook mixed
Belgian chocolate tin
contains two tablets, one
box of seashells and one
almond honey nougat bar.

Mediterranean
Village N19
www.mavala.com

Riviera RG 16
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NEW PRODUCTS

SUPERPREMIUM
WINES
Gérard Bertrand is a leading
expert of super-premium
wines from the South of
France. Offering an exceptional diversity at a high
quality level – sparkling,
reds, whites, rosés, varietals, organics, sulfite free
wines, biodynamic, appellations wines, and icon wines
– Gérard Bertrand fulfils all
tasting expectations, always
keeping the same guiding
line: an irreproachable
quality and respect for the
environment.
In 2017, the company’s
objective is to continue to
reveal the fantastic potential of the South of France
region through its prestige
range – Clos d’Ora: the
quintessence of the region;
Legend Vintage: 18 vintages
from 1875 to 1977 of
Roussillon fortified wines;
Single Vineyards: the best
parcel in each of its estates;

Cigalus: one of Gérard
Bertrand’s iconic estates
committed for more than
10 years to biodynamics;
Grands Vins: a selection of
the best plots and barrels of
Gérard Bertrand’s estates;
and Code Rouge: a blanc de
blancs tribute to the place
where the first sparkling
wine was born.

Red Village
K11

PERFECT
PRESENTS
Millennium Fragrances
is showcasing perfect
Christmas presents for
baby and mum from
Kaloo Parfums. Further
to the huge success of
Kaloo Les Amis scented
water – room scent, the
Kaloo Parfums family gets
bigger. For this Christmas,
Kaloo Les Amis presents
the first collection of
bracelets for mum and
baby to accompany the
perfume. Meanwhile,
there is also a new set
composed of a soft
Kaloo hooded bath towel
and a 100ml clinically
tested, scented water.

The towel offers a little
triangular hood.
Millennium Fragrances
is also presenting new
products from Kokeshi by
Jeremy Scott, including
Kokeshi by Jeremy Scott
EDT 50ml plus one nail
lacquer Miley red cherry
set; Kokeshi by Jeremy
Scott EDT 50ml plus one
nail lacquer Katy purple
lotus set; and Kokeshi by
Jeremy Scott EDT 50ml
plus one nail lacquer Rita
pink litchee set.
Also new from Kokeshi by
Jeremy Scott are sets of
four and five miniature 5ml
EDTs, and a merchandiser
of 25 miniatures EDT 5ml.

Ambassadeurs
Village U5-7
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RARE AND
UNIQUE
Jose Cuervo Global
Travel Retail is
presenting Bushmills
Irish Whiskey, which
has announced the
launch of PORT CASK
RESERVE – the second
and latest edition in the
Bushmills Steamship
Collection – a rare and
unique range of caskmatured Bushmills
Irish Whiskeys inspired
by the extraordinary
voyages of the SS
Bushmills steamship.
As a duty free exclusive,
this new variant follows
last year’s successful
launch of Bushmills
SHERRY CASK
RESERVE, marking the
125th anniversary of the
maiden voyage of the SS
Bushmills.
In 1890, the SS
Bushmills delivered
Bushmills Irish Whiskey
to new corners of
the world and with it

Revlon is unveiling three
new makeup sets to add
to its travel retail
exclusive portfolio.
Following the
worldwide
success of the
Revlon Ultra HD
Lipstickexclusive
set, the brand
is launching the
Revlon Ultra
HD Gel Lipcolor
Bonus Pack.
The new set is
perfect for any
woman who
wishes to stand
out from the
crowd, offering
high definition, lightweight
gel-colour. This perfect
gift contains five vibrant,
seductive shades and a
ColorStay Eye Liner as a
free gift.
With the Revlon Romantic
Nudes and Berry in Love
Gift Sets, travellers can
create countless makeup
looks with the two eye,
cheek and lip palettes,
each offering universally

established knowledge
and relationships from
some of the world’s
finest wine and spirit
producers. With over
400 years of whiskeymaking heritage and as
experts in wood selection, it is these relationships that have served
the Old Bushmills
Distillery to this day,
helping Bushmills
master distillers explore
the potential of maturing whiskey in exclusive
and rare casks.
Presented in a
handcrafted box
featuring a 70cl bottle,
Bushmills PORT CASK
RESERVE has been fully
matured in ruby port
pipes, which impart
luscious and complex
flavours of the port wine
into this unique whiskey.

Bay Village
Bay 16

NEW MAKEUP SETS
flattering shades of
Revlon’s best-selling
eye-shadow, blush and
lipcolour.
The Revlon Beauty On The
Go Makeup Kit illuminates
and enhances your best
features. The combination
of Revlon Photo Ready
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Insta-Fix Highlighting Stick
to illuminate, Revlon InstaBlush to brighten cheeks
and a kiss of moisturising
lip colour provides the
ultimate radiant look.
Revlon will also be
showcasing individual
Revlon Ultra HD Gel

Lipcolors in all 15 seductive shades and its new
Revlon ColorStay Brow
Pencil, which defines
and tames brows in two
easy steps.

Yellow Village
A13

JOIN US AT THE BAY TERRACE (1ST FLOOR) - BOOTH T8

NICE CÔTE D’AZUR AIRPORT
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“THE MOST SURPRISING COMMERCIAL
EXPERIENCE IN A EUROPEAN AIRPORT”

Filip Soete, Chief Commercial Officer, Nice Côte d’Azur
Airport: “When people are departing from Nice the airport
is the last thing they see of the French Riviera, so we want
that to stay with them until the moment they board.”

When thinking of the Côte d’Azur,
the images that immediately spring
to mind are of a postcard-perfect
Mediterranean coastline, pristine
beaches, and luxurious boutiques.
Reflecting this, through a sense of
place, and a taste of the Riviera,
is at the heart of Nice Côte d’Azur
Airport’s new commercial offer.
Urbane travellers are already experiencing
this in the redeveloped Terminal 1, which
was completed in May, while the Terminal
2 renovation is well underway and will be
complete in May 2017.
It is worth noting the key figures behind
the €45 million commercial investment:
11,000sqm in Terminal 1 were impacted by
the revamp, which has seen retail space

The Côte d’Azur is truly a blue chip destination, a fact that resonates
throughout the comprehensive rejuvenation of Nice Airport’s commercial
offer. With the Terminal 1 refurbishment completed in May, and work
well underway on Terminal 2, Filip Soete, Chief Commercial Officer, Nice
Côte d’Azur Airport, discussed developments with Ross Falconer.
grow by 160%, lounges by 70% and seating
spaces by 60%. In Terminal 2, meanwhile,
23,000sqm is being updated, with 110%
more commercial space, 90% more seating
and lounges doubled in size.
Filip Soete, Chief Commercial Officer, Nice
Côte d’Azur Airport, is the man driving
these developments. “Our vision is to
deliver the most surprising commercial
experience in a European airport, with a
real sense of place and local brands to
create that surprising effect,” he enthuses.
“We want to be a little bit different and that
was a goal throughout the tender process.”
The commercial experience is
thoroughly in keeping with the character of the Côte d’Azur. Alongside the
upscale, luxury brands, the desire is for
the airport to serve as a showcase for

Nice Côte d’Azur Airport’s first walkthrough duty free store opened last October in
partnership with Aelia. It has reportedly generated an increase in revenues of about 40%.

local and niche brands.
Among the most hotly anticipated
openings was the airport’s first
walkthrough duty free store, which
opened last October in partnership with
Aelia. Soete reports that this has generated an increase in revenues of about
40%: “It is completely in line with our
expectations and passengers are very
satisfied with the new offer.” An experiential element is central to the walkthrough
store – examples so far include a Fragonard area where travellers can make their
own perfume, a relaxing spa area, and
even a jet ski simulator.

“A DESTINATION AIRPORT”
The core offering consists of four categories – Riviera essentials, French essentials, trendsetting essentials, and airport
essentials – an approach encompassing
entry level offers right up to the leading
luxury brands.
The tender process for both terminals
was undertaken simultaneously, with
four key operators selected as partners:
Aelia for alcohol, tobacco and fragrances;
Dufry for fashion; and Relay and SSP for
food & beverages.
“The successful tender participants won,
not because they made the best financial
offer, but because they were the closest to
the airport’s vision,” Soete asserts. “Nice
Côte d’Azur is a destination airport and it
is very important for the commercial offer
to have a link with the history and image
of the Riviera.”
Following the opening of Aelia’s
walkthrough store, other notable
openings include Pret à Manger’s first
outlet in a French airport, French grocery
Saveurs de Provence, and Fragonard’s
first airport boutique.

Soete enthuses about the true taste of the
Riviera in the F&B offer, including Chez
Pipo’s first airport restaurant – “a real
institution in Nice through the generations, famous for its ‘socca’ made from
chickpea flour”; and La Tarte Tropézienne
– a famous patisserie from St Tropez.
“Everything you find on the Côte d’Azur,
we would like to have at the airport,”
Soete comments. “For example, two
Michelin-starred chef Mauro Colagreco
will open his first airport restaurant
– L’Estivale – in Terminal 2.”
Significant Terminal 1 openings in March
this year included the airport’s first beach
bar – La Plage de Thierry Marx, which is
the creation of two Michelin-star French
chef Thierry Marx. The space combines
a lounge, dining area, bar, and play area
for children, complete with real sand
and slides between its two levels. “It
is inspired by Riviera venues like Nikki
Beach Club and adds a genuine beach
chic to the airport,” Soete explains.
Meanwhile, the new fashion area featuring
the likes of Longchamp and Max Mara
also opened in March, and the luxury area,
with brands including Baccarat, Hermès
and Versace, opened in May.
Soete describes the whole commercial
project as a “quantum leap” for the
Riviera’s gateway. “When people are
departing from Nice the airport is the last
thing they see of the French Riviera, so
we want that to stay with them until the
moment they board,” he says.
There is a clear sense of individuality
to the new commercial offer, and it is
one that will truly leave travellers with a
lasting memory of the Côte d’Azur. It is
an offer that is at times surprising, while
being entirely contemporary and loyal to
the locality – the French Riviera.
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NEW PRODUCTS

FOR EVERY
OCCASION

HIGH QUALITY
TIMEPIECES
Following its huge
success onboard, Tyko
Travel Retail is proud
to launch a full range

of Kartel watches into
ground stores at Cannes,
comprising 35 models
across five carefully

LUXURIOUS
SKINCARE
World of Patria presents
Face Matters, the luxurious skincare brand with
a proven track record of
visible results, which is
now stepping into the
world of high intensity
facials to work alongside
its effective home skincare
system. The new Face
Matters Instant Lift &

Sculpt Treatment is the
newest alternative to botox
and fillers.
Suitable for both men and
women, this new treatment
is totally non-invasive, no
downtime needed, and
results in total rejuvenation
of the skin with a firm and
toned look. The concept
uses electronic high

Schäfer Travel Retail is
coming to Cannes with
the Maybach brand, a
symbol for the highest
demands on quality and
luxury in the premium
eyewear sector. Characteristic of Maybach are
the attention to detail and
the exclusive use of the
finest materials, including natural horn, rare
woods, carbon, leather,
titanium and 18-carat
solid white, yellow and
rose gold, and even if so
desired, diamonds.
Maybach – Icons of Luxury
presents exclusive leather
accessory must-haves.
Handbags, shoulderbags and briefcases in a
timelessly beautiful design
are coveted companions

for every occasion. Pleasure is given each and
every day by the luxury of
the selected accessories,
in the form of cover and
case for iPhone, keyring,
cosmetic bag or purses
and wallets, bags and
suitcase in a variety
of sizes.
For introducing personal
style into every facet of
daily life, the laptop case
and card holder are excellently suited. The leather
belts and matching
buckles in hand-cut glass
are absolute gems – a
combination which will
underline the unique
elegance of any outfit.

curated collections.
The Lewis collection is home to the
original Kartel watch,
a handsome, wearable
timepiece for today’s
gentleman. The Hume
collection adds a
shimmering sunray
effect dial, while the
Haig collection has a
more vintage feel. The
Kendrick collection
brings a contemporary
look with two models
featuring metal mesh
straps. Finally, the
Harris Tweed collection
utilises the heritage
Scottish cloth for its

strap material, in a mix
of distinctive colours and
patterns.
All collections feature
high quality materials,
such as a genuine leather
strap, stainless steel
caseback, high precision
Japanese movement, and
a three-year guarantee.
With travel retail prices
starting from £55 to
£100, this collection
offers passengers
on-trend, quality product
and unique designs at
truly affordable prices.

Mediterranean
Village P12

Green Village
K38

frequency waves, which
work in conjunction with
the Face Matters products.
With no upper age limit,
the treatment can also
be used all over the body,
offering top to toe firming
and toning, for the ultimate
bikini body. The treatment
itself is soothing and relaxing, making it the perfect
addition to airports and
planes, both of which are
deemed to be very stressful environments.

Blue Village
G13
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VENETIAN
TREASURES
If we speak about Venice’s
hidden treasures, a
whole unexplored world
comes alive, filled up with
abandoned churches of
the Serenissima’s time,
the Tavern “delle Spade”
known for being the scene of
Casanova’s adventures, San
Giacomo in Rialto the smallest and most ancient church
in Venice, or the National
Marciana library with the
first novel ever published.
Antica Murrina will let
you discover the Venetian
treasures scrupulously kept
like a precious treasure
chest, a journey hunting
precocities through “calli

and campielli” (typical
small alleyways).
Fall/Winter will be
distinguished with soft
and relaxing colours. The
Rezzonico collection softly
combines round shapes
and matching colours, the
pink with grey and yellow
for a mild and relaxing
effect, black and white and
grey for a homogenous and
peaceful effect, a classic
you’ll never get bored with.
The brand will also present
its Corner, Valier, Labia
and Bembo, collections.

Blue Village
D12

GUANGZHOU
广州
7–9 MARCH 2017
FOUR SEASONS HOTEL
2017年3月7-9日
广州四季酒店

THE PREMIER DUTY FREE &
TRAVEL RETAIL EVENT IN CHINA
中国高端免税及旅游零售盛会

For information regarding sponsorship opportunities,
please contact: sponsorship@tfwa.com
相关赞助事宜，请联系：sponsorship@tfwa.com
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ON-SITE SERVICES

ON-SITE SERVICES
TFWA LOUNGE

WELL-BEING LOUNGE

Location: Level 3

Location: Golden Village, Level 1
Open to all delegates

For TFWA members and buyers with full
delegate status only.
Open during exhibition hours from 16:00
today.

DEDICATED CONCIERGE SERVICE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Reservations for restaurants and trips
Local tourism information
Catering for private events
Car rental, travel service, taxi booking
service
Car hire without chauffeur
Private jet transport
Babysitters
Boat hire
Travel ticket modifications
Gift and flower delivery
Errand running / problem solving
Internet
Private bar and lounge
area (complimentary drinks and
snacks)
International press
Massage service
Charging station (another one is also
available at the Riviera rest area)
Meeting area (booking required)

Kindly sponsored by:

The Well-Being Lounge provides
delegates with a welcome spot of calm
in a very busy work schedule. De-stress
with a relaxing massage (shoulders, back,
reflexology) or pass by the Toni&Guy
hairdresser to refresh your style. New for
men this year, visit the Tabac Barber Shop
by Mäurer & Wirtz.
Kindly sponsored by:

Visit BeThe1 in the
Mediterranean Village
Contact: Francois Bouyer
Tel: +33 (0)6 12 38 80 61
Email: contact@BeThe1.com

ON-SITE PRESS CENTRE
Location: Level 1
A wide range of services at the disposal of
all registered journalists. An area to relax,
conduct interviews and source information relating to the event:
• Interview room, internet area
• Press lounge & bar
• Press racks, press photographs, official
press releases & press dossiers,
exhibitors’ press packs/releases
• New this year, there will be access to
the Product Showcase on computers
• Diary of exhibitors’ events, ongoing
liaison with the TFWA Daily.

BUSINESS CENTRE
Location: Level 1
A dedicated team will be pleased to assist
you with all your secretarial requirements.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grand_logo_Valrhona_Ht560xLg1200mm.indd 1

and senior management positions at
brands, operators, distributors, suppliers
in departments including retail, sales,
buying, digital, merchandising, marketing,
procurement, supply and back-office.
BeThe1 operates www.BeThe1.
com and www.TravelRetailJobs.com,
pooling 160,000 fully registered professionals including 15,000 in duty free &
travel retail alone.

Internet access
Fax service – mail service
Photocopy – Computer access
CD and USB key
Secretarial assistance
Telephone card – stamps – stationery
Meeting room rental

SHUTTLE SERVICE
A regular shuttle service is available
throughout the week from the airport to
hotels on arrival and during the exhibition
from various pick-up points.

FREE WIFI SERVICE

08/10/14 15:51

RECRUITMENT SERVICES
Location: Level 0

Bloc Marque Corporate.

Version Couleurs

Or à chaud Kurz Luxor 423
Noir
Finitions
Gaufrage sur arabesques et nom LP
Vernis gonflant sur TSM

TFWA is delighted to
offer a free WiFi service
inside the Palais des
Festivals. Technical
support is available at a dedicated desk
(Viapass) during exhibition hours on Level
-1, Red Village. To connect, please use the
following network – PalaisDesFestivals WiFi,
then input the code on your delegate badge.

SPECIAL SERVICES DESKS
TFWA members benefit from a preferential service with BeThe1, a leading
international recruitment firm specialised
in fashion, beauty, retail and travel retail.
With a team of 20 experts based in
London, Paris, Shanghai, and Singapore,
BeThe1 provides high quality recruitment
services to 200 key employers with 15
searching missions per month of middle

Signature uniquement pour communication proche produits :
Diffusion presse papier / digitale, imprimés tels chevalets, menus...

LumA
54, rue Madame 75006 Paris
Tél +33(1)45493712 - Fax +33(1)45493736

Laurent-Perrier Corporate
Identité graphique F18
09.05.2016

Location: Level 1
•
•
•
•

Hotel
ONE2ONE Meeting Service
The Scene
Le Premium Evening
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LUGGAGE SERVICE
Location: in front of the
Palais des Festivals
Available on arrival at the Palais offering
the following:
• A classic service where you leave your
luggage securely for the day.
• An express service where, on arrival,
your luggage is transferred directly to
your hotel.
On your day of departure you can arrange for
your luggage to be transferred to the Palais by
calling +33 4 92 99 32 13, where it will be held
until you leave. Price of transfer: €5 for first
piece of luggage and €1 for additional pieces.

PHOTO & VIDEO SERVICE
For exhibitors only – 20% discount for
TFWA Members
Benefit from perfect exposure – the photo
and video service is a great opportunity
to promote your presence at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference, keep a record of
your stand or film interviews of your VIP
guests in Cannes. Members are entitled to a
20% special discount on this on-site service
during TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.

HELICOPTER SERVICE
Azur Hélicoptère, as an official partner of TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference, is offering a
special discounted rate to all participants:
Flights (every 30 minutes) will operate
between Nice Airport and the city of Cannes.
One way trip: €160/person
TFWA Members are entitled to a 10%
additional discount on this service during
TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.
Also for your convenience, a complimentary shuttle service will be available
in Cannes itself for transfers between
the heliport and your final destination
downtown (hotel on the Croisette, Palais
des Festivals, place of appointment etc).
For reservations, please contact:
7/7 booking: + 33 (0)4 93 90 40 70
Email: infos@azurhelico.com
Website: www.azurhelico.com

BETHE1
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TRAVEL RETAIL INCREASINGLY
ATTRACTIVE FOR YOUNG
PROFESSIONALS

TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
23-25, rue de Berri
75008 Paris France
Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
Fax : +33 1 40 74 09 85

Global travel retail sales
saw negative growth
in 2015 for the first
time since 2009. This is
creating a more cautious
recruitment approach
within the industry,
according to François
Bouyer, President and
founder, BeThe1.

Alain Maingreaud
MANAGING DIRECTOR
a.maingreaud@tfwa.com

Cécile Lamotte
MARKETING DIRECTOR
c.lamotte@tfwa.com

Produced by:

“A trend we haven’t seen before
is a high percentage of companies cancelling recruitment,
even after an offer letter is sent
out,” he says. “There seems
to be a lot of nervousness,
and taking decisions is more
difficult than it was before.”
It is in this climate that
BeThe1’s humanist approach
and high retention rate truly
stand out. The company
performs about 200 search
missions per year for middle
management to senior executive positions in 30 countries,
with a very high success rate
(70%-80%) and a candidate
retention rate after three
years of 68%.
Indeed, Bouyer explains that
quality in recruitment is best
measured by the length of stay
of hired professionals in their
new job, and it is this high

retention rate that provides
the best value for money.
“I find that travel retail is
going through a period of
economic uncertainty, with
a lot of actors in the industry
being more careful about
their spending,” Bouyer notes.
“If they are serious about
decreasing recruitment cost,
there is no better way than
to look at retention rate. If
you use services where the
employee stays for only one
or two years, then you must
start again, with new fees and
rebuilding relationships.”
The BeThe1 mission is to build
trust between candidates and
employers to facilitate the
deeply complex decision for
both parties to embark on
and succeed in a joint work
venture. Transparency and
humanism are central to this.

“We aim to get deeper into the
understanding of what type of
candidate would make sense
for our customers to hire, and
then on the other side how
we can get very deep in the
interviews into the motivation
structure, understand future
colleagues, and match their
cultures and personalities,”
Bouyer comments. “5% of a
job is skill set, 95% is motivation, culture and personality.
The key point is the ability of
the consultant to listen deeply
enough to understand both
client and candidate.”
This year, BeThe1’s consultants have all undertaken
in-depth mindfulness
training to improve their
listening capacity.
Bouyer explains that travel
retail is a special sector as it
is particularly international,

with companies of all different sizes. “We see that
consolidation in the industry
is continuing, with brands
adding more dedicated travel
retail business units,” he
says. “Travel retail has been
growing tremendously in
recent years, and current
difficulties will be overcome.
The attractiveness for young
professionals gets bigger
– there’s no other industry
that brings you international
exposure like travel retail
does. It has become the most
visible and biggest distribution network among all the
others. Digital is also attractive to young professionals,
and we see that merging with
travel retail, with companies
and operators embracing
digital and e-commerce
inside travel retail.”
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Nine editions of the new Ferrero Rocher Souvenir Collection are debuting in stores all over the world. Exclusive to travellers and decorated
with national icons, the collection includes beautiful gift boxes for China, Dubai, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Singapore, the UK and
the USA with a World Traveller Edition to suit every destination.
Each gift box is packed with 48 luxurious Ferrero Rocher pralines making them perfect souvenirs or charming gifts. Consumers love the
contemporary designs and their shelf-appeal is driving sales, which just goes to show that the preview polls* awarding them top marks for
gift-ability and premiumness were right all along.
*Counter Intelligence Retail, Ferrero Rocher Qualitative Research 2015

Please visit us at TFWA Cannes, Bay Village - Stand Bay 8, from 2rd to 7th of October and discover the whole portfolio.

